PART THREE
Specialized Procedures
Chapter 29
Chord Symbols with Vocal Music

[T24, 24]

Chord symbols, consisting of letters, numbers, music accidental symbols, slashes, and other
print symbols, are often printed with music, especially in popular and folk songs. In Music
Braille Code,1997, inclusion of these chord symbols in a transcription is referred to as “shortform scoring.” The procedure for including the chord symbols in vocal music will be discussed
and illustrated in this chapter. The procedure for including them in music for keyboards or other
instruments, where there are no lyrics, will be shown in Chapter 30.
Directions for Transcribing the Chord Symbols
The chord symbols are transcribed in “facsimile.” They are brailled horizontally, unspaced
within each symbol, in the exact order as shown in print. The lettering and capitalization of the
print are followed; and all literary symbols are transcribed in literary braille, with the following
exceptions:
1. Contractions and letter signs are not employed.
2. All periods are omitted.
3. The following braille signs are employed to represent specific non-alphanumeric print
symbols:
Plus sign

+

Minus sign or hyphen

-

Small circle

˚

Circle bisected by a line
Small triangle

∆

Small triangle bisected by a line
Italicized numeral 7

7

Slash line

/

Parentheses

()

4. Music signs are used for accidentals.
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+
4
4'
0
0'
.#g
/
7

The number sign is placed before every number. Where numbers are printed horizontally,
the order of the print copy is followed. Where numbers are printed in a vertical arrangement,
they are brailled from the lowest to the highest.
The small circle represents “diminished,” and the circle bisected by a line represents “halfdiminished.” However, if the print shows the abbreviation “dim.,” it is transcribed as it is
printed. The interpretation of some of the symbols varies from one publication to another. They
should be transcribed as they are printed, in any case.
The slash within a chord symbol indicates that the following letter represents the bass note
of the chord. If the information is written out, the slash followed by the letter name is
substituted in the braille. This substitution is the only instance in which the “facsimile”
principle is specifically not followed.
Example 29-1 shows a variety of typical chord symbols with their transcriptions.
Example 29-1



G7

B 9/D

Faug.+2

Am/D

,G#G

,B<#I/,D

,FAUG+#B

,AM/,D

Emaj.7

D# /F#

,EMAJ#G

,D%4'/,F%



E˚7˚

,E4#G4



Fm( 7)13

C7(-9)

G maj7sus

,FM7*#G7#∙c

,C#G7-#I7

,G<MAJ#GSUS

Dm(A Bass)

,D#E<#G#I

,DM/,A

D9
7
5



Placement of the Line for Chord Symbols
Where chord symbols are printed with words and a melody, the line-by-line format that is
the normal format for vocal music is expanded to a three-line parallel. Each word line begins
at the margin, as usual, and the corresponding music line is indented to the third cell. The
added line, containing the chord symbols, is placed between the word line and the music line.
Each chord symbol is aligned in a special way relative to the syllable of the words with which it
concurs. Therefore, the chord line may begin in any cell of the line. The music line is
transcribed normally in every way; no attempt is made to relate it to the chord symbols. The
code states that a runover line, commencing in the fifth cell, may be used to extend the music
line on occasion, but never the words.
Basic Placement of Chord Symbols Relative to Word Syllables [24.13]
When a chord is to be sounded exactly when the singing of the syllable is to occur, its
symbol is positioned to appear directly under the syllable. The first character of the chord
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symbol, which is nearly always a capital sign, is placed directly beneath the first character of
the syllable. If the word is capitalized, the two capital signs will be aligned. If the word is not
capitalized, the capital sign of the chord symbol will appear directly below the first letter of the
syllable. Example 29-2 illustrates a phrase in which the sounding of each chord coincides with
the initiation of a syllable.
Example 29-2

B
Cm
C7
Dm
 3   
  

 

 4
Ro- ses

are

red,

Vio- lets are

blue;

<<#C4
,ROSES ARE RED1 ,VIOLETS ARE BLUE2
,B<
,CM ,C#G
,DM
.:?W R' .?W\ Q'
When a chord is to be sounded after the singing of the syllable has begun, that is, during
the syllable, its symbol is preceded, unspaced, by a hyphen, and the hyphen is the character that
is aligned with the first character of the syllable. Example 29-3 shows a phrase in which two
of the chords are sounded while syllables are being sustained.
Example 29-3

B
Cm
C7
Dm
 3   
  
 
  

 4
Ro- ses are red,

Vio- lets are blue;

<<#C4
,ROSES ARE RED1 ,VIOLETS ARE BLUE2
,B<
-,CM ,C#G
-,DM
.:?JH@C R' .?WHG@C Q'
When a syllable is to be initiated while a chord is being sustained, the first character of the
chord symbol is placed two cells to the left of the first character of the syllable. The “C7”
chord in the phrase in Example 29-4 is sounded during a rest before the syllable “Vio-” is to be
sung.
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Example 29-4

B
Cm
C7
Dm
 3   
  

 

 4
Ro- ses

are

red,

Vio- lets are

blue;

<<#C4
,ROSES ARE RED1 ,VIOLETS ARE BLUE2
,B<
,CM,C#G
,DM
.:?W R' X.?WH Q'
Transcriber’s Note Required [24.23]
The method (format) that is given on the title page is “line-by-line.” The following
transcriber’s note should be included with any transcription that employs this modification of the
line-by-line format.
“The chord symbols in this song relate to the words. The position of the initial capital
sign in each chord symbol determines whether the chord is played before, with, or after the
related word or syllable. If the chord is sounded before, its initial capital sign is placed two
spaces to the left of the initial character of the syllable; if with, its capital is vertically aligned
with the syllable; and if after, its initial capital is placed one space to the right of the final
character of the word. Punctuation marks in the word line have no bearing on the relative
position of the initial sign of the chord.
“If the chord is sounded during a syllable, the chord’s initial capital sign is preceded by a
hyphen. The hyphen prefix serves as the alignment factor, and is vertically aligned with the
first character of the syllable. (If this alignment is prevented because a preceding chord is
related to the same syllable, the hyphen prefix follows said chord, immediately.)
“The abnormal appearance and spacing of some words is made necessary by the amount
of space required for the correct placement of each succeeding chord symbol.”
Directions for Transcribing Chord Symbols with Song Texts
As was illustrated above, the first characters of a syllable of text and the corresponding chord
symbol are vertically aligned when they occur simultaneously. All punctuation marks in the
word line, including opening quotation marks and apostrophes, are disregarded in determining
the alignment. For instance, if the word “’tis” appears in the line, the chord symbol is aligned
with the letter “t,” not with the apostrophe.
It is not necessary to separate the successive chord symbols with spaces except where two
capital letters that stand for note names occur within the same chord symbol. In that case, a
space must be left before the next chord symbol, to make it clear that the second capital letter
did not indicate the beginning of a new chord. In all other cases, the appearance of a capital
letter or a hyphen prefix can be assumed to show that a new chord symbol is being introduced. It
is also not necessary to fill spaces between chord symbols with guide dots, no matter how far
apart they are placed.
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Some adjustments to the placement of the words and syllables must be made under certain
circumstances, because the number of cells occupied by a chord symbol may exceed the length
of the corresponding syllable. If the affected syllable is the last syllable of a word, blank spaces
may be left between the words in order to position the next word above the next chord symbol.
When this space exceeds three blank cells, a series of dots 36 (hyphens) is inserted in the word
line, with a blank space before and after the series. If the affected syllable is within the word, it
is followed by a hyphen, and then the required spaces are left in order to accomplish the
alignment. In this case also, if four or more blank cells are required, a series of dots 36, preceded
and followed by a space, is inserted. [24.11]
Example 29-5 illustrates two cases in which the length of a chord symbol necessitates the
insertion of spaces into the word line. The word “red” has been moved one space to the right
so that the chord symbol “Cm” can be placed directly beneath it. No space is required between
the successive chord symbols. The word “blue” has been moved four cells to the right, to
accommodate the chord symbol “C#dim7.” A series of three dots 36 has been inserted because
there are more than three successive blank cells in the line.
Example 29-5

 Gm7 Cm
C#dim7 Dm
C7
 3   
  




 4
B

Ro- ses

are

red,

Vio- lets are

blue;

<<#C4
,ROSES ARE RED1 ,VIOLETS ARE --- BLUE2
,B<
,GM#G,CM ,C#G
,C%DIM#G,DM
.:?W R' .?W\ Q'
Where two or more chords are to be sounded while a syllable is being sustained, the
second and succeeding chord symbols must each be preceded by its hyphen prefix. In
Example 29-6 three chords are sounded during the syllable “red.” It should be noted that there is
a space following the second of the three chords because the chord symbol contains two capital
letters. [24.13.5]
Example 29-6


Cm G7/C Cm
C7
 3   
  


 4

B

Ro- ses

are

red,

Vio- lets are

<<#C4
,ROSES ARE RED1 ---------- ,VIOLETS ARE
,B<
,CM-,G#G/,C -,CM,C#G
.:?W R' .?W\
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The first word or syllable that occurs following a chord symbol that has a hyphen prefix
must be placed at least two cells to the right of the hyphen. Otherwise, that new word or
syllable could accidentally become associated with the previous chord. If the previous syllable is
not the last syllable of a word, it is necessary to insert a hyphen between the syllables of the
word. Example 29-7 illustrates this procedure. A hyphen is necessary between the syllables of
the word “ocean” to make it clear that the chord is to be sounded before the change of syllables
occurs. [24.13.6]
Example 29-7
Dm

D7

Gm

3
   

 

 4  
on the o-

cean so

blue,

<<#C4
ON THE O-CEAN SO BLUE1
,DM
-,D#G
,GM
"][.:@C :?W R'
A chord that is to be sounded before its corresponding syllable is to be sung cannot be
placed at the beginning of a parallel, because the chord symbol cannot then be placed two cells
to the left of the initial sign of the syllable. The transcriber must arrange the positions of the
syllables so that the affected syllable falls in the previous parallel, or, by shortening the
previous parallel, place that syllable at a later place in the new parallel. In Example 29-8 the
first word line has been left shorter than it might otherwise be, in order to avoid starting the
second parallel with the word “sugar,” which is preceded by the “Gm” chord. [24.13.3]
Example 29-8


Gm
F
F7
B
Cm
C7
Dm
3   
  
    





4







B

Ro- ses are red,

Vio- lets are blue;

Sug- ar is

sweet,

And so

are you.

<<#C4
,ROSES ARE RED1 ,VIOLETS ARE
,B<
-,cm ,C#G
.:?JH@C R' .?WH"
BLUE2 ,SUGAR IS SWEET1 ,AND SO ARE YOU4
-,DM,GM
,F
,F#G
,B<
"G@C Q' X\[J N' X"\.:D T'<K
When a chord is to be sounded after the words have been completed, that is, during a rest at
the end of a phrase or section, the chord symbol is placed after the last letter of the text. If the
text extends beyond the end of the previous chord symbol, the initial capital of the new chord
symbol is placed one space to the right of the last letter of the words. If the previous chord
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symbol extends to or beyond the completion of the letters of the text, the new chord symbol
follows it without a space (unless a space is required because the chord symbol contains two
capital letters). Example 29-9 illustrates the former case and Example 29-10 the latter.
Example 29-9


 3 F7   B G7

 4 

And so

are

you.

<<#C4
,AND SO ARE YOU4
,F#G
,B<,G#G
"\.:? TV<K'

Example 29-10

 3 F7   B/D G7/D

 4 

And so

are

you.

<<#C4
,AND SO ARE YOU4
,F#G
,B</,D ,G#G/,D
"\.:? TV<K'
When a marking such as a new bass note is enclosed within parentheses in the print, the first
sign of the marking itself, not the opening parenthesis, is used as the factor for alignment. If the
marking requires a hyphen, the hyphen is placed immediately following the opening parenthesis.
In this instance the new bass note is independent of the preceding chord symbol and is therefore
written out instead of being shown with the slash symbol.
Example 29-11

B
Cm
(E  bass) C7
(E bass)
 3   
  


 4

Ro- ses

are

red,

Vio- lets are

<<#C4
,ROSES ARE RED1 ------- ,VIOLETS ARE
,B<
,CM7-,e<b∙ss7,C#G
7,eb∙ss7
.:?W R' .?W\
When a composition begins with a chord or chords to be sounded before the text is to be
sung, however, there are two alternative ways in which the transcriber may begin the word line at
the margin, thus preserving the integrity of the line-by-line format, and still showing the chord
symbol before the initial sign of the word. [24.18]
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1. If there are only a few chords before the entry of the words, or only one, and there is room
on the line to show them and to have at least the first syllable of the text in that parallel, a
measure number (1 or 0, depending on whether the first measure is complete or incomplete)
may be placed at the margin of the word line. The number provides the space to permit placing
the chord symbol two cells to the left of the syllable. Then the transcriber can align the text
above the appropriate chord symbol at the point where it is to be sung. If there are more than
three spaces between the number and the first sign of the text, a series of dots 36 are inserted, as
usual.
Example 29-12 illustrates a phrase in which a chord immediately precedes the entry of the
words, and Example 29-13 shows three chords that are sounded before the entry of the words.
Example 29-12
B



Cm

 34     



Ro- ses

are

red,

<<#C4
#A ,ROSES ARE RED1
,B<
,CM
X.:?J R'

Example 29-13


Cm
 3 C7 F7 B
   

 4

Ro- ses

are

red,

<<#C4
#A ------ ,ROSES ARE RED1
,C#G,F#G,B<
,CM
mm .:?W R'
The code states that measure numbers may be shown occasionally, at the discretion of the
transcriber, but that it is undesirable to number every parallel. It also states that it is undesirable
to insert measure numbers elsewhere than at the beginning of the piece specifically for the
purpose of manipulating the alignment. Numbers should be employed only when there is a
musical reason for them to be used. [24.10, 24.13.3]
2. If the chord symbols are so extensive that there is not room in the parallel to permit
starting the text, the transcriber may place the phrase “no words” at the margin, italicized to
show that it does not represent text, and place the chord symbols starting at the margin of the line
below. The music line, of course, displays the appropriate rests. An extensive instrumental
introduction may be displayed in this manner. An extensive instrumental interlude, printed with
chord symbols, may similarly be transcribed within the body of a song. Example 29-14 shows
an introduction that has many chords preceding the entry of the words. [24.17]
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Example 29-14




Cm
 3


  

 4
B /F

F7

D7/F G7/F C7/F

F9

B

Ro- ses

are

red,

<<#C4
.NO .WORDS
,B</,F ,F#G,D#G/,F ,g#G/,F ,C#G/,F ,F#I
#DM<K'
,ROSES ARE RED1
,B<
,CM
.:?W R'
If no new chord symbol occurs in a parallel, the last chord in effect in the previous parallel
is transcribed between word signs, at the margin of the chord line. [24.17]
Example 29-15
C6

68        
        

 






 

D7

G6

I re- mem- ber the night and the stars in the sky, And the moon-light as bright as a moon-beam can be,

%#F8
,I REMEMBER THE NIGHT AND THE STARS IN
,D#G ,G#F
.ED JEJHJH EH"
THE SKY1 ,AND THE MOONLIGHT AS BRIGHT AS
>,G#F>
"J:ZZ FEJEJ"
A MOONBEAM CAN BE1
,C#F
"H FE"J["
Transcribing Additional Verses
If there are two or more verses of text, the additional verses should be transcribed following
the completion of the first verse, as was shown in Chapter 22. However, the code states that the
chord symbols should be shown with the additional words, in a two-line parallel consisting of the
words and chord symbols, omitting the music line. The text of each verse should start at the
margin. Since there will be no further music lines, successive lines of the verse may be indented
to the third cell. The chord symbols are aligned to the words as above. [24.15]
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Instructions about transcribing verses that contain variants of rhythm or syllabication may be
found in Music Braille Code, 1997, Section 24.15.
Where there is a refrain, whether it is so labeled in the print or not, the transcriber should
treat it as was shown in Chapter 22. In the first verse he should insert the appropriate label into
the word line at the margin with italics or fully capitalized to show that it is not text to be sung.
Then in the subsequent verses he should substitute that label, again italicized or fully capitalized,
where the refrain occurs, instead of brailling the refrain again.
Example 29-16 shows a short song that has chord symbols, and also three verses. One
should notice that the word or phrase repetition sign may not be used where chord symbols are
involved. It may be used, however, if the word(s) and the repetition all occur within the duration
of a single chord.
Example 29-16
C

F

G

D9

G7

C


             

I
I
I

had
had
had

a
a
a

cat named Ro- ver,
dog named To- ro,
bird named Dob- bin,

and
and
and

Ro- ver said "Me- ow."
To- ro said "Bow- wow."
Dob- bin said "Cheep, cheep."

.C
,I HAD A CAT NAMED ,ROVER1 AND ,ROVER
,C
,F -,G
,D#I
"\ ?:$\ [R\ $$"
SAID 8,MEOW40
,G#G
,C
":: N'<2
7#B7 ,I HAD A DoG NAMED ,TORO1 AND ,TORO
,C
,F -,G
,D#I
SAID 8,BOWWOW40
,G#G
,C
7#C7 ,I HAD A BIRD NAMED ,DOBBIN1 AND
,C
,F -,G
,DOBBIN SAID 8,CHEEP1 CHEEP40
,D#I
,G#G
,C
Where words and chords have been printed without a melody being shown, as is often done,
for instance, in song sheets for group singing, they may be transcribed together in the same
manner as the additional verses above.
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General Observations
If, as is frequently encountered, guitar fingering diagrams have been printed along with the
chord symbols, the diagrams are not included in the transcription. [24.1]
When the transcriber has gained some experience with this modification of the line-by-line
format, he will become aware that the high priority given to the relationship between the words
and the chord symbols sometimes leaves the arrangement of the music in the braille lines
seeming somewhat fragmented. He should not be dismayed at this necessary consequence, and
should not be tempted to make adjustments to the word and symbol lines, such as the inclusion
of unnecessary measure numbers, that might favor a smoother or more continuous presentation
of the music.
Drills for Chapter 29
(Correct transcriptions of these drills start on page 502.)
Drill 1
Moderate ballad


  
 

44 






D/C# Bm

D

"Moon"

is

a

E9

A

B7

word that rhymes with "June,"

Em

"Dove"

is

a

D








A

A7

word that rhymes with "love."

Drill 2
Fast

F6
Dm
B
C7
  B  G7  C7

    
 

 

Billy Gil-ley has a sil- ly lit- tle fil-ly; _____________
F/C
C7
F
B /F
F6
F6 
B




    
 

 


F6

Bil-

ly

Gil-ley's lit- tle

fil- ly has no

mane. _________
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Drill 3
Slow waltz

  E

B sus B
A
 3

      

 4

E



B



Gm

Cm



B 7

E

I'll
I'll

get
be

oo-

ver
ver

you in a
you in a

day,
flash,



A
Cm
B
E
B
E  B
B 7
 E  B Gm
  
   
     

 
I'll
I'll

get
be

oo-

can
can

do
do

ver
ver

you in an hour;
you in a
snap;

OO-



B
E B 7
E


          

ver
ver

you,
you,

OO-

ver
ver

you,
you,

E

I
I

with- out you by now.
with- out you, and how!

Drill 4
Andante

E7
D
E7
A
    A 
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Once

up- on a

time, the sto- ry goes, an an- gel fell down from the sky;

F#m

C#m
F#m

      
          


'Twas

up- on a

day, the leg- end has it, when the king was rid- ing

by.

Drill 5

G
Em C#˚7˚
D D7 Em
C
G/D
D7
G
Whis-tle a tune to bright-en up the day, Whis-tle a merry melody to drive the blues a-way.
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Exercises for Chapter 29
Exercise 1
Not too fast


D
B m
A A 7
  A Fm
   
  
 




If _______ I could spend all my
days
with
you,
E 7
A
C7
 D Bm  A /E 









Life ___ would be

sweet as

it

can

be. _______________

Exercise 2
Moderato
F

F/A

Gm7

F/C

C7

F






Dm
B
 

       




 




I

dream of Jea-nie with the light

F

G7

C

brown hair,

Borne, like a va-

por,

F

      
     
      



on the sum- mer air:

I

see

her trip-ping where the bright streams play,

Dm/F

C/G

G7

dai- ____ sies that

dance

on her way.

        





 


C

Hap- py as

the

C

Exercise 3
Gioioso

Dsus D

    A   D   Emin
 
  



A7

Ah!

to be a

va- ga- bond,

to roam the count-ry-side ---

Bmin


E7    A7 


        

Bmin

A7

--- with-out a

D

care or a

fear!

Ah!

to take the world as

it


D
  
   

       
D

comes and goes,

A

G

and nev-er

look to the
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rear!

Exercise 4
Allegro moderato
F

C7

F

Gm

A7min9 D7

G7

 44    
     
     



Rob- in
Buck- y
Card'- nal

C

E7

Red- breast
Blue- jay
Red- bird
Am C7

sang
sang
sang

to the wig-gle-worm:
to the but-ter- fly:
"Fid-dle did-dle dee, did-dle
to the la- dy bug:

F




      

did-dle did-dle dum dee

day."

Exercise 5

D
G/D
D
A7
Way down upon the Swanee River, Far, far a-way,
D
G
There's where my heart is turning ever,
D/A
A7
D
There's where the old folks stay.
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Chapter 30
More about Keyboard Music
It is obviously not possible, in this introductory text, to present all of the many procedures
that the transcriber will be called upon to employ in brailling an unpredictable array of types of
keyboard music. This chapter introduces procedures that are useful in the transcription of some
representative challenges that appear in keyboard music.
An Extended Rest in One Part [28.15]
Where one hand part (or the pedal part in an organ composition) has a rest of ten or more
measures, that line may be temporarily omitted from the parallel. An asterisk is placed at the
point of omission, and the number of measures of rest given in a footnote. It is not mandatory to
do so; one may keep the line in the parallel and show the appropriate measure rests. In Example
30-1 very short measures have been employed to conserve space. In a typical transcription one
would probably not omit the part if it were only absent in one parallel.
Example 30-1

2232        
      





   



    
   
   
22                



2           
 

2 

#B2
CB .>.PO@C .ON@C .NT "SR "=@C "QP
_>_&00 _(
_= _& _QN _O0N^>_NU
>59
CH .>"Q.N "TS
"TN
.OQ
.PO
_>_=0.C _=0@C _(@C9 _(@C+ _(@C<>"NT
DC .>.NT '''''' .Y
_>@C7@C<>"PO _(0
^>^( ''''''' _Y
3333333333333333333333333333333333333333
>59 #AJM
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Reducing the Parallel to a Single Line [28.14]
Where the musical texture of a passage merges into a single melodic line that is shared
between the hands, the parallel may be reduced to one braille part. The first line is introduced at
the margin by the hand sign of whichever hand is the active one at the point where the reduced
parallel begins. The passage may continue, with runover lines, as usual, beginning two cells to
the right of the marginal hand sign; one would not use this procedure for a passage if it were not
long enough to require at least one runover line. If the passage is quite extensive, it may be
divided into a series of segment-like parallels.
The first note of each braille line, as well as the first note after a hand sign, requires an octave
mark. The rules regarding the visiting hand apply; intervals are read in the direction required by
the hand sign at the margin. Any doubling should be restated if it continues in force when the
parallel is reduced or when the full parallel is resumed.
Example 30-2

 166


 8

 68


 















 
<<#F8

AF .>.E)=Z=VX
_>^J-XX_J_Z=)=
AG .>"E!%=ZY_>_J(Z() .>"D*&()(I=y_>_!=
_E*)Z=<!.>'*_)EG<IHG "F+_>_)(Y("
.>'*"F+_>_)(Y( .>"=<IHGFE_>"YJ*IDIF
BB .>"W#D/E+0J#0I+# "W#0"
_>_:*F]^G '''''' ^W"
Using the Abbreviation “sim.” When a Pattern Is Continued Exactly [20.3.1]
As was seen in Chapter 14 in reference to single-line music, when a pattern of fingering,
hand alternation, dynamics, articulation, pedaling, or other parameter is repeated several times,
the transcriber may show the pattern written out once and then insert the direction “sim.” A dot
5 must precede the word sign to indicate that the abbreviation is not shown in the print. If there
is any question as to exactly what parameter (or parameters) of the music is affected, one may
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use a longer word-sign expression to specify which parameter it is, such as “fingering sim.” or
“dynamics and nuances sim.”
Example 30-3 shows a pattern of alternation of chords between the hands. It should be
noticed that since the alternating hand parts are shown in the same braille line, the doubling of
the intervals applies to the notes written for both hands.
Example 30-3

 
44
  


 

4


4 






#D4
A .>'V.(##33_>"G.>.H_>"F">SIM'.!"F.I"G"
.("G.H"F
_>@!-.C
B .>.!"G.I"F.("G.H"F.!"G.I"F.!"Z#37
_>.C7
C .>.S'9-V
_>'V@O-V<>_O'9-V
The point where the repeating pattern is discontinued will usually be obvious. If it is not
obvious, the transcriber should indicate the end of the repetitions by brailling the appropriate
signs with the last occurrence of the pattern.
Example 30-4 shows a pattern of articulation that is discontinued in the print after three
measures of repetition. The change will not be apparent in the braille unless the articulation is
restated with the last iteration because there is no change in the rhythmic pattern and no new
articulation is indicated.
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Example 30-4


  




3

 4



3

 4


 










20

%%%#C4
BJ .>.&CE8D8J">SIM'.YJIJYEFG
_>"P'
BA .>.ZFEDZDJDZFGH .=FDF=DIDZC"I8G8I
_>_T' ''''''''' _S'
BC .>")DEF=EFG(FGH .SV
_>_P' ''''''''' ^SV
Chord Symbols in Keyboard Music When No Words Are Present [24.19]
Arrangements for keyboard instruments of popular and folk music are frequently published
with chord symbols printed above the staff. In the braille the chord symbols are placed in a third
line of the parallel, below the left-hand part. The first chord of each measure is aligned with the
first music sign of the left hand part, and is brailled as was explained in Chapter 29. No space is
left between the chord symbols associated with that measure except where a symbol contains two
or more capital letters; if that is so, one space is left before the first sign of the following chord.
No space need be left between the chord symbols of successive measures if it is not otherwise
required.
No attempt is made to align the chord symbols with the beats within the measure. The
hyphen prefix is not used when a chord is sounded after the beginning of the measure, as it is
when the chord is sounded after the initiation of a syllable. If the chord symbols occupy more
space than the music of the measure, the space between the measures in the music line is
adjusted accordingly, and tracker dots are included where they are needed.
Example 30-5 illustrates transcription of a piano arrangement printed with chord symbols.
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Example 30-5
G

A7/E

D

G

24







24



Em7/G

A
D7
G





%#B4
J .>'>P"(! "JEEF .EJH'! "JJIH
_>
X
_HJ+77 7
_FH/%#77
,G
,A#G/,E
D .>"['>F.(--! .JEE%E ;F'ZDJ
_>_EG+07X
#1
_HJ+#77
,D
,G
,EM#G/,G
G .>.I-F(GFG
.\<K'
_>_[%+9E9*37 _\+<K'
,A,D#G
,G
A “Lead Sheet” That Has Only Melody and Chord Symbols [24.20]
Sometimes only a melody line and the chord symbols are printed in a “lead sheet,” and the
performer is expected to improvise an accompaniment to the melody according to his personal
taste and skills, employing the given chords. The transcription is made as above, but of course
the parallel has only two lines: the melody, shown using the single-line format as it would
normally be shown if the chords were not included, and the chords aligned with the beginnings
of the successive measures but not further aligned with the notes of the melody.
Lead sheets are not intended exclusively for the use of keyboard players. Guitarists,
especially, often play from them, and a soloist playing any instrument may use a lead sheet as a
basis for improvisation.
Example 30-6 shows the transcription of a portion of an instrumental lead sheet.
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Example 30-6



B 6

G7



Cm

B /F



B m/F

F7





 



<<.C
#J "EF Q@CGEFG ]P\ Q@CGGHG '''''' QV"
,B<#F,G#G,CM ,B</,F ,B<M/,F ,F#G
Drills for Chapter 30
(Correct transcriptions of these drills start on page 506.)
Drill 1
D

D/C#

Bmin

Bmin/A

Gmaj7

Dsus/A

B



 




 
Drill 2
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Drill 3

 
98
 



23

98














 

 
 










rit.






Drill 4

Dmin

 (C bass)

 


B maj7 C7
F
 


F

F/E Dmin

C7
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Drill 5
47

3






4 

Man
.

Ped.

3






4



3


4







 

 





 

 






allargando
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Exercises for Chapter 30
Exercise 1

         






 24 






2




 4
                   






ﬀ










56

poco a poco cresc.

Exercise 2

  veloce
 534 

 8





 58




 




cresc.










 

 




 
ﬀ
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Exercise 3

34


 




 34




15

 

 





Exercise 4

G

D

E7

A

A7

D

3


 4


34



Bmin7

G

D/A A7

D





Exercise 5



E



Fmin

Cmin

Fmin7

  

 


 F7 B 7 B˚7˚ Cmin
D






B 7
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Chapter 31
More about Vocal Music
Dividing a Word between Syllables
In general it is desirable, in transcribing vocal music, to end each word line with a complete
word, even if that results in a relatively short braille line. This practice usually results in a
presentation of the words and the music together as a smoothly flowing unit that is easy for the
reader to assemble and learn. However, it is not always possible to avoid breaking a word.
Sometimes it is preferable to divide a word between its syllables, especially in the middle of a
long phrase when the division of the word coincides with a bar line. The procedure for dividing
a word between its syllables was presented in Chapter 22.
Directions for Dividing a Syllable between Parallels
In music of a melismatic nature, when a syllable is sung over many notes, it may be
necessary to extend the syllable from one parallel into the next. In that case, the word is broken
by the literary hyphen after the vowel sound that is being extended. The continuation of the
word at the beginning of the next word line is preceded by another literary hyphen, and the
vowel sound is restated in the conclusion of the word. Careful attention must be given to the
disposition of the syllabic slurs.
Dividing the Syllable in the Word Lines [22.12-22.12.3]
Usually the vowel sound of the extended syllable is a single letter. In that case, the letter is
brailled as the last letter of the word line and is followed, unspaced, by the hyphen. The
second word line is started by brailling the hyphen and the rest of the word, beginning with a
restatement of the vowel. If the vowel sound being sung is made up of a combination of letters,
the word is broken by the hyphen after the last of those letters, and the entire combination of
letters is restated after the hyphen at the start of the following word line.
For instance, “forever,” when the first letter e is the extended syllable, is brailled at the end of
the first line as “fore-” and at the start of the second line as “-ever.” “Fair” is brailled as “fai-”
and “-air.” “Beauty, ” when its first syllable is extended, is brailled as “beau-” and “-eauty.” If
the extended vowel is the last letter or letter combination of the word, then its completion is
followed by punctuation or a space. “Hello,” when the last letter is the extended one, is brailled
as “Hello-” and “-o” with a space following the letter. “Hello!” is brailled as “Hello-” and “-o!”
Showing the Syllabic Slurs in a Divided Syllable [22.12.4-22.12.5]
The manner in which the syllabic slurs are brailled depends upon three factors. First, one
must determine how many notes are included in the syllable as a whole; second, how many of
those notes are included in the first music line; and third, how many of the notes are included in
the second line.
When a syllable is sung over four notes and only the fourth note is in the second music
line, a double slur is brailled after the first note and a single slur is placed at the beginning of
the second music line, preceding the note. When the divided syllable is sung over four or fewer
notes and only one or two notes are placed in the first music line, a single slur is brailled after
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each of the notes except the last, and additionally, a single slur is brailled before the first note
of the second music line.
In a line-by-line transcription, one would not ordinarily divide such a syllable. It would be
better in nearly every case to carry the entire syllable over to the following line. The procedure
is included here because, as will be seen in the next chapter, it is very likely that one might need
to divide such a syllable in an ensemble transcription, where bar-over-bar format would be
employed.
Example 31-1a shows a syllable sung over four notes, divided between the first and second
notes of the syllable “A-.” Example 31-b shows the same phrase divided between the third and
fourth notes of the syllable “men.”
Example 31-1

 68                 



Al-

le-

lu-

ia.

A- _______ men __________.

a.

<<#F8
,ALLELUIA4 ,A_\CG\CI JCICH]HC
-AMEN4
C_ICJCIHCGCFC Q'
b.

<<#F8
,ALLELUIA4 ,Ame_\CG\CI JCICH]HC ICJCIHCcGF
-EN4
C_Q'
Whenever a syllable is sung over more than four notes, a double slur must be shown
after the first of the notes and a single slur shown following the next-to-last.
If the syllable is divided and there are four or more notes of the syllable in the second of the
music lines, that line must begin with a restatement of the double slur. No slur is shown at
the end of the first line unless the note there is the first note of the syllable. In Example 31-2 a
syllable is divided after the third note of eight, and the final five notes are located in the second
music line.
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Example 31-2

24           

 
  
And ye shall live _________________ for-ev-er-more.

%#B4
,AND YE SHALL LI"EHJ :CCHG
-IVE FOREVERMORE4
CC.FEDJC IHFG R
However, if only two or three notes of the syllable are located in the second music line, then
single slurs are placed at the end of the first line, at the beginning of the second line, and after
each note in the second line except the last. In Example 31-3 the long syllable is divided after
the fifth of eight notes, and only the final three are located in the second music line.
Example 31-3

34
  


    

  
And ye shall live _______________ for-ev-er-more.

%#C4
,AND YE SHALL LI"EHJ :CCHGFEC
-IVE FOREVERMORE4
C.DCJCIHFG R'
When the last note of the syllable occurs as the first note of the second music line, a single
slur is placed after the last note of the first music line and also before the first note of the
second line. Example 31-4 illustrates a long syllable that is divided before its final note.
Example 31-4

  
44


  

  
And ye shall live __________________

for-ev- er-

%#D4
,AND YE SHALL LI"EHJ :CCHGFEDJC
-IVE FOREVERMORE4
C"[XH$] R"
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more.

When a long syllable is divided after its first note, a double slur is brailled immediately
after it, at the end of the first music line. The double slur is restated at the beginning of the
following music line, and a single slur is placed after the next-to-last note, as is illustrated in
Example 31-5.
Example 31-5


34    
     

 
And ye shall live ______________________ for-ev-er-more.

%#C4
,AND YE SHALL LI"EHJ O'CC
-IVE FOREVERMORE4
CC.HGFEDJC [XHFG R'
The transcriber should give careful attention to choosing the point at which to divide a
syllable between parallels. If at all possible, the division should be made at a point where the
natural phrasing of the music seems best preserved. It may be observed that in each of the four
examples above, the division was positioned at a bar line, a natural point of articulation in the
reading of music.
The Merging of Syllables on One Note [22.16]
Sometimes, two or more syllables are printed to be sung within a single note. Such merging
of syllables occurs more often in Italian songs than in most other languages, but it occurs
occasionally in English as well. If the merger of the syllables is marked in the print with a
bracket, ligature, or other symbol over or under the text, those syllables should be enclosed
between literary quotation marks, unspaced even if they occur within a word. If quotation
marks are already in use in the text, so-called “single quotation marks” (dots 6, 236 and 356, 3)
must be inserted for this purpose. In the music line, a special mark is placed immediately after
the affected note to show how many syllables are encompassed by the ligature. This sign is the
same sign as is used in other music to indicate a fingering of the same number. If two syllables
are included, it is dots 12; if three are included, it is dots 123; if four, dot 2.
If the merged syllables are not specially marked in the print, but are merely positioned
under the note on which they are to be sung, they are not given special treatment in the braille.
Example 31-6 shows the transcription of two words that have been printed to be sung on one
note, with a ligature linking them.
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Example 31-6

But the un- god- ly shall per- ish.

<.C
,BUT 8THE UN0GODLY SHALL PERISH4
_EEb "o_[] $:U
Alternate Endings in a Strophic Song [22.20]
When a song that has two or more verses is printed with different endings for the verses
(voltas), only the words of the first verse are written with the music. The texts of the following
verses, as was shown in Chapter 22, are placed after the conclusion of the first verse, each
introduced at the margin by its sequential number within literary parentheses. However, to
present the music pertaining to the successive endings, the line-by-line rule is relaxed, and the
music of the endings is transcribed in its printed order, with the numbers of the endings given in
the normal manner. Runover music lines are used as needed, indented two spaces beyond the
first music line. Example 31-7 shows the transcription of a song that has three verses, with one
ending for the first two verses and a different one for the third.
Example 31-7
1&2

6


 8                        
Mer- ri-ly, mer- ri-ly
Mer- ri-ly, mer- ri-ly
Mer- ri-ly, mer- ri-ly

bow a fid- dle, Mer- ri-ly, mer- ri-ly
blow a bu-gle, Mer- ri-ly, mer- ri-ly
strum a ban-jo, Mer- ri-ly, mer- ri-ly

ring a gong.
dance a-long.

3

             

Mer- ri-ly, mer- ri-ly

all day long!

%%#F8
9,MERRILY9 BOW A FIDDLE1
"E'&GG'(I \F]G
9,MERRILY9 RING A GONG4
"J'!HI'(G #1#2"$F]'<2 #3"H'=FG'&E
"$D:'<K
7#B7 9,MERRILY9 BLOW A BUGLE1 9,MERRILY9
DANCE ALONG4
7#C7 9,MERRILY9 STRUM A BANJO1
#C9,MERRILY9 ALL DAY LONG6
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As was suggested in Chapter 22, if the presentation of the music in print is very complex, it is
probably preferable to transcribe the entire song as a continuous piece in the braille, replacing the
repeat signs with sectional double bars, and explaining the matter in a transcriber’s note.
Variation among Verses [T22, 22.17-22.19]
Once the music has been written according to the first verse, it is usually quite obvious how
words of the other verses fit the music. Sometimes, however, a variation of syllables or music
occurs in the second or following verses. When the differences are extensive, it is preferable in
the braille to transcribe each verse completely, being extremely careful to braille the correct
pairing of words and music in each case. The following paragraphs and examples demonstrate
ways in which minor variations may be transcribed.
When a syllable slur is required at a certain point in the music for one verse but not for
another, this may be shown by brailling dots 456 immediately preceding the slur. The resulting
two-cell combination may be thought of as the “alternate-slur sign,” although it is not so named
in the code. Example 31-8 shows the use of this special sign.
“Alternate-slur” sign:

_c

Example 31-8

3



 4     

Oh, ____ say! can you
On the shore, dim- ly

see,
seen

<<#C4
,OH1 SAY6 CAN YOU SEE1
"G'_CZ W:] T"
7#B7 ,ON THE SHORE1 DIMLY SEEN
When the differences between verses occur only occasionally or are minor variations, it is
possible to show the different versions by employing full-measure or part-measure inaccords. The music pertaining to the first verse is transcribed first; the in-accord sign is inserted,
followed immediately by a numeral sign and the number of the verse containing the variation,
placed in the lower part of the cell. The variant version of the music follows; a dot 3 must
follow the number if the next cell contains a dot in the left side.
In Example 31-9 the rest on the first beat of the second verse is preceded by dot 5 because it
has been added by the transcriber.
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Example 31-9

     


Oh

come, all
ye
Sing, choirs of

faith- ful,
an- gels,

%%%.C
,OH COME1 ALL YE FAITHFUL1
"["1#2"V "S$[ TP
7#B7 ,SING1 CHOIRS OF ANGELS1
When there are more than two verses and only two variations, each of which is required by
certain of the verses, the numbers of the related verses may be brailled together in succession on
each side of the in-accord sign.
Example 31-10

4
 





4





The first
time she kiss'd me,
The sec-ond time she kiss'd me,
The third time she kiss'd me,
The sev-enth time she kiss'd me,

,THE
"G
7#B7
7#C7
7#D7

<<#D4
FIRST TIME SHE KISS'D ME1
#1#3"WIJ?"]<>#2#4"JHIJ?"]
,THE SECOnD TIME SHE KISS'D ME1
,THE THIRD TIME SHE KISS'D ME1
,THE SEvENTH TIME SHE KISS'D ME1

When a given rhythm consists of two notes in one verse and only one in the other, the print
often indicates this variation by showing the two notes connected by a tie indicating that the tie is
to be used in one instance but not in the other. This procedure may be transcribed exactly as it is
shown in print.
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Example 31-11

44       


    
Fare you well, my dear, I
The ___ sea will nev-er run

must be
dry, my

gone
dear,

#D4
,FARE YOU WELL1 MY DEAR1 ,I MUST BE GONE
"I_CJ ?WI@CI? "$ECD:V
7#B7 ,THE SEA WILL NEVER RUN DRY1 MY
DEAR1
When a song contains only two verses and the variations are fairly frequent but not extreme,
it is often preferable to increase the parallel to three lines, rather than to place the second set of
words at the end of the transcription where they may be at some distance from the related music.
The first two lines are used for the words of the two verses, respectively, and the third is used for
the corresponding music. In order to preserve the principle of the line-by-line format, a runover
line is occasionally permissible for the music, but none should be allowed for either of the text
lines.
In Example 31-12, the single small difference between the verses occurs at the end of a
measure. A part-measure in-accord has therefore been employed, rather than a full-measure one
that would require duplicating several notes in the second side of the in-accord.
Example 31-12

 34         



When the sun's
When the moon's

in the sky
flown high

<<<#C4
,WHEN THE SUN'S IN THE SKY
,WHEN THE MOON'S FLOWN HiGH
_HG FCECDCE.K_FH"1#2_$ _Q"
Text in Two Languages
When the text of a song has been printed in two languages, a three-line parallel like that
shown above is employed. The text in the original language is shown on the line closest to the
music, regardless of the order of the print. Therefore, the text in the translated language is
placed on the first line, the original text on the second line, and the music on the third.
Variations of syllabication or rhythm between the languages are shown in the same manner
as those between verses. When in-accords are employed for this purpose, the music pertaining to
the upper line of text is given first. If the words in a non-English language contain accented
letters, such as the German umlaut or the Spanish tilde, these letters must be shown with the
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correct sign in that language, rather than with the “dot 4” English accented-letter sign. When
non-English special letters are used, they must be shown on the Special Symbols page, under
“Literary Code.” The transcriber can find these letters in Appendix B of English Braille,
American Edition, 1994.
Great care must be given to making certain that the lines of the texts and the music are
broken at precisely the same points. As with two verses presented in this manner, a runover line
is occasionally permissible in the music, but preferably none should be allowed in the text lines.
Example 31- 13

 68                            


Es flü- stern und spre -chen die
Blu- men,
The flow-ers were whisp-'ring and sway-ing

ich a- ber wandwhile I so si- lent-

le stumm.
ly passed.

<<#F8
,THE FLOWERS WERE WHISP'RING AND SWAYING
,ES FL\STERN UND SPRECHEN DIE ,BLUMEN1
"G J')JJ'<Y<E <:'<?'
WHILE ,I SO SILENTLY PASSED4
ICH ABER WANDLE STUMM4
"JJ').K*.DD')"1*.?@CY) "W'"
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Drills for Chapter 31
(Correct transcriptions of these drills start on page 509.)
Drill 1
Please transcribe this excerpt using a three-line parallel.

 
          








The wind howl-ing o'er the bil-low
Storms can ap- pall me nev-er

From the dis- tant lea,
The
While her brow is clear:


  






    



 
storm rag-ing 'round my pil-low
Fair weath-er lin- gers ev- er

Brings no care to me.
Where her smiles ap-pear.

   
     

   


Roll on ye dark waves, O'er the troub-led tide:
I
When sor-row's break- ers

'Round my heart shall hide,

     
      


heed not your an- ger,
Still may I find her

Mag-gie's by my side.
sit- ting by my side.

Drill 2
Please transcribe this excerpt using the normal two-line parallel, with the second verse following
the completion of the first.



         









   

A
There's a good time com-ing, boys, a good time com-ing,
There's a good time com-ing, boys, a good time com-ing,
 A
                

        


good time com-ing: We
good time com-ing:

may not live to see the day, But
Shame-ful ri- val-ries of creed

earth shall glis- ten in the ray.
Shall not make the mar-tyr bleed.

Drill 3
German is the original language.

  3      



 4

        
Kennst
du
das Land, wo die Zi- tronen blühn, _________
Do
you know the coun- try where the lem- on trees grow, ________

          



 

   
im dunk-len Laub
A-mong dark leaves

die Gold- - - - - - o- ran- gen glühn,
the gold- - - - - - en oran-ges glow,
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Drill 4

 6      
     
     







8




Và go-

den-do

vez-zo-so e bel-lo

quel ru-

scel-lo la

                   
        






li- ber-

go-den-do và ___________________________

tà,




                               


_________________________________

vez- zo-so e

bel- lo

quel ru-

scel-lo,

   adagio
      
       
       




và

go-

den- do

la

li- ber- tà,

và go-den-do

la

li- ber- tà.

 
    
        




Ma-da-mi- na,
il ca- ta- lo- go è ques-to
del-le
        
          



Drill 5

bel- le che a-mò il pad-ron mi- o,

un ca- ta-
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lo- go e- gli è

che ho fatt'

i- o,

Exercises for Chapter 31
Exercise 1
Please transcribe this excerpt using a three-line parallel.

       
      






 
I'm noth- ing but a plain old
The friends I loved the best have de-

sol- dier,
part-ed,

An old re-vo-lu- tion-a- ry
The days of my ear-ly joys have










           



sol-dier,
gone,

But I've han-dled a gun
And the voi- ces once dear

Where no- ble deeds were done,
And fa- mi- liar to
my ear,

For the
Have

    


      
name of my com-mand- er was George Wash-ing-ton.
fa- ded from the scenes of the earth one by one.

Exercise 2
Please transcribe this excerpt using the normal two-line parallel, with the second verse following
the completion of the first.

68               
    



OO-

pen thy lat-tice,
pen thy lat-tice,

love
love

lislis-

ten to
ten to

me!
me!

The cool balm-y
In the voy- age of

breeze is alife, love our

 

    




 













 


broad on the sea!
pilot will be!

The moon like a queen, roams her realms of blue, And the
He will sit
at the helm
where- ev- er we rove,
And







   
      


stars keep their vi- gils in
steer by the lode-star he

hea- ven
kin- dled

for you.
a- bove.

Exercise 3
German is the original language.

2       
       
  
4



Früh, wenn die Häh- ne krähn, eh' die Stern-lein schwin- den,
Dawn, when the roost- er crows, ev- en with the morn-ing stars,

  

    
 
Her- de stehn,
tend the herd,

muss Feu-er
build up the

zünfires.

den.
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muss ich am
must I then

Exercise 4


              
44       




e vita
nel tuo
se- - - no
e


    

    


 

 






pa- - - - - - - - - - - - - - tria e cie- lo a
        














 
 




vrò,

-



-

-

-

-

-

-

e

cie-

lo a-

vrò.

-

-

-


    


   


-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Exercise 5

   
 4

   


  
  

 4

Quan-do il Nu-

me,

quan-do il Nu-

me i-

ra-

to e


            








fo-

sco

chieg-ga il san-

gue

dei Ro- ma- ni,
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Chapter 32
Ensemble Scores
General Introduction to Ensemble Scores [T26, 26]
Ordinarily, only the individual parts of ensemble music are brailled for the use of each
participant. Often, however, music for an ensemble, either an instrumental one or a choral one,
is transcribed as a study score for a teacher, conductor, or student who needs to read all of the
parts together in order to comprehend the music as a whole. The score is brailled in bar-over-bar
format, with a line of the parallel devoted to the music for each voice or instrument.
In a print score, the first system includes a line for every instrument or voice that is included
in the movement, even if many parts contain only rests in that system. In the braille
transcription, however, only the parts that have notes in the measures included in the parallel are
shown. The lines of the parallel are identified at the margin by abbreviations of the names of the
parts. A part that rests throughout the parallel is omitted in that parallel. This procedure is
similar to the format in print music known as a “condensed score,” as opposed to a “full score”
in which all parts are printed throughout, including all full-measure rests. The “full score”
format is not employed in braille, for the obvious reason that it would result in very much unused
space.
While the principles of the bar-over-bar format remain the same whether the score is for an
instrumental ensemble or a choral one, the presence of words for the choral score require a more
elaborate presentation that is, in essence, a combination of bar-over-bar and line-by-line formats.
Music for instrumental ensembles is presented first.
Directions for Transcribing Instrumental Ensemble Music
The presentation of music for instrumental ensembles is the same regardless of the sizes of
the ensembles, from a duet to a symphony orchestra or concert band. Measure numbers are not
shown unless they are included in the print. Most music for ensembles, fortunately, is printed
with measure numbers and/or frequent rehearsal reference marks. If the transcriber should
encounter a score in which rehearsal marks seem very far apart, it would be appropriate to
introduce measure numbers at musically significant places.
All intervals and in-accords are read upward, even where they would be read downward
in transcriptions of the individual parts. The transcriber can imagine that it might be extremely
confusing to try to assemble a musical image from many lines if some intervals were read in one
direction and others in the other, and the selections of instruments included in successive
parallels were constantly changing. A reminder: the directions in which intervals are to be read
must be specified on the Transcriber’s Notes page. [26.8]
Listing the Names of the Instruments [T26, 26.4]
Immediately following the title, the names of all of the instruments included in the score are
listed, with the abbreviations that will be employed to identify them in the transcription. This list
includes all of the information that is given on the first page of the printed music, including the
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keys of transposing instruments. The abbreviation is shown following the name, enclosed
between literary parentheses and followed by a period.
A list of instrument names in English, French, Italian, and German, and their standard braille
abbreviations, is found in Table 26 of Music Braille Code, 1997. The language used in the
transcription should preferably be that of the country in which the score was published. When an
ensemble includes an instrument that is not given in the table, the transcriber must invent an
appropriate abbreviation, being careful not to duplicate one of the existing abbreviations. All
instrument names and abbreviations in this chapter are shown in English.
Example 32-1 shows the title of a composition, “Quintet for Winds,” followed by the listing
and abbreviations for a standard woodwind quintet consisting of flute, oboe, clarinet in B-flat,
horn in F, and bassoon. It has been assumed that the first print page of music is page 3, as is
typical of scores. If there were a title of a movement as well as the main title of the composition,
it would follow the instrument listing and a blank line.
Example 32-1

"3#c
,,qu9tet ,,= ,,w9ds
flute 7fl'74
oboe 7o'74
cl>9et 9 ;B-fl∙t 7cl'74
horn 9 ;F 7hn'74
b∙ssoon 7b'74

#∙

When the music lines for two or more instruments have the same name but are numbered,
as, for instance, “flute 1” and “flute 2,” the number of the part is brailled as part of the
abbreviation, in the lower dots of the cell without the numeral sign, before the terminating dot
3. When the music lines for two instruments of the same name have been printed in the same
staff, the two numbers are similarly brailled as part of the abbreviation, also in the lower part
of the cell, the larger number being brailled first because intervals and in-accords are read
upward. When a part that is already numbered is further divided, as, for instance, “Violins I-1”
and “Violins I-2,” the two numbers may be brailled as part of the abbreviation, showing the first
number in the lower cell and the second number in the upper cell.
When music lines for two instruments having different names have been printed on the
same staff, as is often found with cellos and basses, the letters of the abbreviations for the
names of the instruments may be combined in a single abbreviation, as, in that instance, “vb”
(violoncellos and basses).
In Music Braille Code, 1997, a specimen list of instruments is shown in Example 26-1
following Section 26.23. Example 32-2 below illustrates the listing of instruments for a mixed
ensemble including two oboes printed on one staff, two bassoons printed on separate staves,
divided first violins printed on two staves, undivided second violins, and cellos and basses
printed together.
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Example 32-2
2 Oboes

1
Bassoons
2

1
I Violins
2

II Violins
Cellos and
Basses













#B OBOES 7O21'74
BASSOON #A 7B1'74
BASSOON #B 7B2'74
,I VIOL9S #A 7V1A'74
,I VIOL9S #B 7V1B'74
,,II VIOL9S 7V2'74
CELLOS & BASSES 7VB'74








A Keyboard Instrument in an Ensemble Score
There is no mention in the code about showing the music for a piano or other keyboard
instrument when it is included in an ensemble score. It is possible to do so by treating each
hand-part of the instrument almost as if it were a separate instrument, assigning its own
abbreviation and line of the parallel. For instance, music for a piano might be shown on two
successive lines labeled “pr” for “piano right hand” and “pl” for “piano left hand” (neither of
these abbreviations being used for any other instruments in Table 26). A harpsichord might be
shown as “hcr” and “hcl,” and an organ as “orr,” “orl,” and “orp,” the “p” representing “pedal
part.”
A Parallel May Not Be Divided between Pages [26.15]
If there is room on the braille page for the title, the instrument list, a blank line, the music
heading, and the entire first parallel of music, the music may begin on that page. Otherwise, the
music heading and the first parallel must begin on the following page.
In an instrumental score, every parallel must be completed on the braille page on which it is
begun. A parallel may not be started on one page and continued on the next one even if many
lines must be left unoccupied.
If, however, there are so many parts to be included that they cannot be contained on a single
braille page, the parallel may be started at the top of a left-hand page and completed on the
facing (right-hand) page. In this case, the numbers of braille lines placed on the two pages
should be as nearly equal as possible. No example of such an extensive score will be included in
this introductory text.
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The Music Heading and the Key Signatures [26.5]
When all of the instruments in the ensemble are written in the same key, the music
heading is given as it is in all other music: the tempo or mood indication followed by a period,
the metronome marking if there is one, and the key and time signatures combined. However,
when some of the instruments are written with differing key signatures, the key signature is
omitted from the music heading. The applicable key signatures are then brailled immediately
following the instrument abbreviations in all lines of all parallels.
Transcribing the Music [26.6-26.7]
Each music line of the parallel begins at the margin with the abbreviation of its instrument
name, introduced by the word sign and terminated by dot 3. The first signs of the measure
in all of the lines in the parallel are vertically aligned. No attempt is made to exclude dynamic
markings or other expressions from the alignment. The measure begins in the cell that is one
space beyond the end of the longest of the abbreviated instrument names (or abbreviations
combined with key signatures). The first note of each braille line requires an octave mark, but
the first notes of succeeding measures on the same line do not need special octave marks.
Example 32-3 shows the opening measures of a trio for violin, viola, and cello, all of which
are written in the same key. The key signature is therefore included in the music heading. In the
examples in this chapter, where space can be conserved by showing few parts without sacrificing
the clear illustration of the relevant points, only duets or trios will be illustrated.
Example 32-3
Violin

Viola

Cello

 Andantino
 34  


 3

 4

 3
 4


,∙nd∙ntino4
>V' VVX>P.E '''''''
>VL' X>P"E>C"FCGCHCI
>VC' >P"OCW ''''''''

%%#C4
>C.FCGCHCI>3.[
>D"[C$C?>4
NICh

Example 32-4 shows a similar passage for a trio consisting of a B-flat clarinet, an English
horn in F, and a bassoon. The differing key signatures have been brailled with the instrument
names.
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Example 32-4

 Andantino
3 

B Clarinet

 4
English Horn
in F

Bassoon

34





 34




,∙nd∙ntino4 #C4
>CL' VVX>P;B.D '''''' >C.EFGH^2>3.\
>EH'< X>P;B"G>C"HIJd^2 >D.?C"\C$>4
>B'<< >P_TC\C '''''''' SGCF
Word-Sign Expressions [26.12-26.13]
Longer expressions may sometimes be included in the music lines, but it is usually preferable
to place them on free lines above the music lines to which they refer, in order to keep the
music as compact as possible. If an expression does not occur at the beginning of the parallel, it
may be positioned above the measure to which it applies, or even at a position within the
progress of a measure if it is so placed in the print. An expression such as “growing faster and
louder” that is printed above the system, and that applies to the entire ensemble, is brailled
above the uppermost music line. In an orchestral score, such an expression is usually restated
above the first violin staff; that redundant marking may be omitted at that place in the
transcription, although its omission is not mandatory.
If an expression is restated at the same place in the music for two or more successive parts
in the score, it may be brailled only once above the line of the uppermost of those instruments,
with the abbreviations of those instruments preceding the expression within the word signs. In
some cases many braille lines may be conserved. Use of this procedure is not required; the
expression may be transcribed separately in each part.
Example 32-5 shows a word-sign expression above the first measure in the first part, and a
different one that is shown in the second measure of each of the remaining two parts.
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Example 32-5



F
L
U
T
E
S


  6

1

  8 con espr.

  
 6   
2
  8


secco
  
    

6


3
 8


secco

<<<#F8
>CON ESPR'>
>FL1' >F;?'@CDCJCIC

R'
>FL32' SECCO>
>FL2' >MF'8.H8G8F]'@C G88EGEG8E
>FL3' >MF'8.F8E8D:'@C E88*JEJE8J
Showing Details in Keyboard Lines
It does not seem necessary to include the hand signs in a keyboard part in an instrumental
ensemble score unless there are changes of hands within the part. If hand signs must be included
they should be brailled as the first music signs of the applicable lines, and wherever they occur as
change-of-hand indications. Slurs between staves, long arpeggios, and other devices that involve
both staves may be shown as they would in a regular piano part. Dynamic marks and other
word-sign expressions, and piano pedalings, may also be shown in the lines in which they would
be brailled in a regular piano part. One should remember, however, that all intervals in all
braille lines of a score are read upward.
Spacing between Parallels and Placement of Rehearsal References [26.16]
A rehearsal reference mark or measure number is placed between word signs in a free line
above the parallel. A new parallel should always be started where such a mark occurs. The
reference is indented one cell to the right of the first cell of music text. If there is a word-sign
expression at the same point, the reference mark is brailled above the expression. No other items
should be placed on the line with the reference mark. No blank line is required below the
running head at the top of a braille page.
Where there are two or more parallels on the braille page, two free lines must be left
between successive parallels. A rehearsal mark or measure number is placed in the second of
these free lines. If there are no rehearsal references but there is a word-sign expression, the
expression may be placed in this second free line. However, if neither a rehearsal reference nor
an expression occurs, the second free line must be left blank. If both a rehearsal reference and an
expression occur, the expression occupies a third free line. In other words, there must always be
one blank free line between parallels, and sometimes there will be two.
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Example 32-6 illustrates the placement of rehearsal references that are actual measure
numbers, along with some word-sign expressions. Dashes have been inserted at the margin in
the blank lines to make them apparent.
Example 32-6
poco rit.

  
  517


Oboe


 4
 5
Violin


 4
a tempo

21
 






 








   


%%%#E4
>#AG>
>O' .Q@CGCHHCGGC%F
;B%FHGDQ^2XI
>V' X"ICHCI.ECFFCEECD DCJ[@CICHICjCECD
->POCO RIT'>
>O' .ICHHC*HHCG%FCG%ECF QX;BJIHGF^2
>V' "T":C?CW '''''''''' ICDGCIN'
->#BA>
>A TEMPO>
>O' .S@CICJJCIICH
HCJCICFSC\
>V' X.DCJCDGCHHCGGCF FCE?@CDCJDCECGCF
-->O' .T[CR '''''''''''' =@CGX<K'
>V' .ECDC:_JCDEC%EFC%F X*ECDCJ%S@CIX<K'
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Runover Lines [26.6, 26.11]
The lengths of braille lines within a measure in an ensemble score are likely to be extremely
unequal. Runover lines, indented two further cells, may be employed when only a few parts in
the parallel require measure division. It may often be preferable to keep the music of the
measure intact rather than to interrupt the flow of the music by dividing the measure between
two parallels. On the other hand, if there is a clear point of articulation in all of the parts within
the measure, it may be best to divide the measure at that point. The transcriber must exercise
sound musical judgment in this matter. His objective should be to present the music in the
manner that is most comprehensible and easy to assemble.
Braille Repeats and Unison or Octave Parallel Movement [26.17, 26.19-26.20]
The only braille repeat devices that may be employed in the transcription of a score are the
part-measure and whole-measure repeat signs. These signs should only be used when the
original and the repetition occur in the same line of braille.
Very frequently in ensemble music two or more instruments may play the same music, either
in the same octave or in different octaves. When the duplication is entirely the same, including
all nuances and phrasings (except expressions at the beginning of a measure), the passage may be
written in full in the uppermost of the parts only. The duplication is then indicated in the
remaining part or parts by showing the “parallel-movement” device.
The parallel-movement device consists of a single octave-interval sign (dots 36). This
sign is treated in the same manner as a measure-repeat sign. It is preceded by the appropriate
octave sign if the octave of the duplication is different from the original. It may be followed by a
double bar. It may be preceded by a dynamic mark or other expression if that marking occurs at
the beginning of the measure and is different from the original.
Example 32-7 illustrates the use of the parallel-movement device in a passage for string
quartet. Again, dashes have been inserted in the blank lines to make them apparent.
Example 32-7


  3
 
4




ﬀ
Vn.
3
 

 
 4
 


ﬀ
3

Va.
4



ﬀ

3

Vc.

 4 


ﬀ
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>V1'
>V2'
>VL'
>VC'
-->V1'
>V2'
>VL'
>VC'

<#C4
>P.[\GF
]VX>F"G
>P"]$[
[VX>F"G
>P_\\\
]VX>F"G
>P'*^W?%? :VX>f_G
>c"JHIJDE
- '''''''
_- ''''''
_- ''''''

DIJDEF
_-

GEFGHI
_-

>ff.P'
>ff'%.N'
>ff"S'
>ff_S'

Normally, the parallel-movement device is only employed when the affected parts are
located on successive lines. However, if there is a lengthy duplication, or duplication of a very
prominent melodic line, in parts that are not contiguous, the device may be employed by placing
the abbreviation of the instrument that has the original immediately after the octave-interval sign.
In Example 32-8, a duplication between the oboe and bassoon is shown in this manner.
Example 32-8

 
  7

Ob.


 8
   
 7 
Cl.


 8



   
 
 78
Bsn.



    


#G8
>O'%
.8.JCIH.8JCHF"J .8?J.8[8H8G
>CL'%%% .8.DCJI.8DCIGD .8:D.8W8I8H
>B'%
_->O' ''''''''' _->O'
-->O'%
"$'CT
>CL'%%% _]'C"N
>B'%
^->O'
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The parallel-movement device can spare the reader from a great deal of tedious re-reading of
identical notes. It should not, however, be employed casually for isolated short or simple
measures. As with all of the braille repeats, any device that causes the reader to leave his place
on the braille page, find another place, and then find the first place again later, must be employed
only after careful consideration.
Under certain limited conditions the parallel-movement device may also be employed in
keyboard music when the music for one hand is exactly duplicated by the other hand. The
transcriber should consult Music Braille Code, 1997, Sections 16.29-16.30 for instruction.
A braillist who is starting to transcribe an orchestral or band score should carefully study all
of Section 26 of the code.
General Directions for Transcribing Choral Scores [22.26-22.37]
Transcription of a choral score is essentially like that of an instrumental one. The music is
brailled in bar-over-bar format. Certain details differ, however. No blank line need be left
between parallels. Intervals and in-accords are read downward in soprano and alto parts and
upward in tenor and bass parts. When the assignment of lines in successive parallels on the same
braille page remains constant, it is only necessary to show the abbreviations of the names of the
parts in the first parallel; whenever there is any change in the assignments of the lines, however,
the abbreviations must be shown. When a part is to be divided, a special “warning sign” is
brailled at the start of the first measure in which the in-accord or intervals will be employed.
In a choral score it is not necessary to leave a blank line between parallels because the
appearance of a new text line or a rehearsal reference at the margin signals the initialization of a
new parallel.
Basic Structure of the Parallel [22.26, 22.30-22.33]
The relationship between the word lines and the music lines in a choral score is the same as it
is in solo vocal music. The word lines start at the margin, and the music lines start in cell 3. If a
runover is required in the word line, it is indented to cell 5. Runovers in the word line are
allowable only when there is only one word line in the parallel. Runovers of the music lines are
not permitted except where the parallel has been reduced to a single part. Each music line is
introduced with an abbreviation giving the name of the part. It is not necessary to provide a list
of these abbreviations in a choral score. Any unusual abbreviations should be shown on the
Special Symbols page.
The abbreviations in the music lines follow the same conventions as do the abbreviations for
instrument names in an orchestral transcription: “s” designates “soprano,” “a” is for “alto,” “t” is
for “tenor,” and “b” is for “bass.” If a voice is divided, the lower-cell number follows the letter.
The abbreviation is preceded by the word sign and is terminated by dot 3. Unlike the procedure
in instrumental scores, no space need be left between the abbreviation and the music. If the
abbreviations within the parallel are not all of the same length, the first signs of the measure in
all parts are aligned in the first cell after the end of the longest abbreviation.
The abbreviations of the voice names are given in the music lines of the first parallel of
each braille page. However, if the assignments of the lines continue unchanged in successive
parallels on that page, the abbreviations are omitted from those parallels, making more cells
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available for the music. Wherever there is a change in the assignments of lines, all of the music
lines in the parallel must show the abbreviations.
Measure Numbers and Rehearsal Reference Marks
Measure numbers and rehearsal reference marks should be brailled at the margin in a free
line above the first line of the parallel. If there are both a measure number and a rehearsal
reference mark at the same point, two free lines should be employed, the first for the rehearsal
mark and the second for the measure number. If all measures are numbered in the print score,
the first measure of each parallel should be numbered. If only some measures are numbered in
print, those same measures should be numbered in the braille, as far as possible. If the first
measure of each music system is numbered (a common occurrence) the transcriber may choose
to provide measure numbers above many (or all) parallels rather than to arbitrarily start a new
parallel at each printed number. A rehearsal reference mark should be enclosed between word
signs.
When All Voices Have the Same Words [Ex. 22.31-1]
The simplest arrangement occurs when all of the voices have the same words for the music in
the parallel, whether they sing them at the same time or at different times. Only one word line
is required. In Example 32-9 all parts sing the words at the same time in the first parallel.
However, in the second parallel the two parts sing the same words but at different times. The
abbreviations “s” and “b” are shown at the beginnings of the music lines in the first parallel, and
are omitted in the second parallel because the assignment of the lines has not been changed.
Example 32-9
Sopranos

 4

 4
Twin-kle, twin-kle,

Basses

lit- tle

star,

How I

won-der

what you are,

 44



 







what you are,

what you are,

what you are,






<<<#D4
9,TWINKLE19 LITTLE STAR1 ,HoW ,I WONDER
>S'"$$WW ??T [[\\
>B'_$$\\ [[R ]]$$
9WHAT YOU ARE19
"]]P M
.??T@c )
M
_]:P M
$]R
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When Slight Variations Occur in the Words [22.31.1]
If all of the voices have the same words, except that one or more voices have a slight
variation, such as a repeated word or phrase or an extra word, the variation may be inserted into
the word line. The insertion is initialized by a word sign. The abbreviation(s) for the affected
voice(s) follow, unspaced, with the appropriate dot 3s. A space precedes the variant word or
words. The insertion is terminated by a second word sign. If the word line continues, a space
follows the concluding word sign. If the insertion of the variation necessitates a runover of the
word line, the runover is indented to cell 5.
In Example 32-10 all voices have the same words except that the alto and tenor have an “oh”
that the soprano and bass do not sing. A runover line has been employed.
Example 32-10
S
A





  
Let us sing a

T
B

song of

glad- ness, oh, let us

 



.C
,LET US SING A SONG OF GLADNESS1
>A'T' OH1> LET US
>S'"FG \\[[ \$VFG
>A'"DE $$]] $?:DE
>T'_HI WW?? ?_\]HI
>B'_DD ??7 ??VDD
When the Voices Have Different Words [22.32]
If there are two or more variations in the words within the parallel, or if the voices have
different words, then the words for each voice must be given on a separate line. The
abbreviation for the name of the voice is brailled at the margin, without the leading word sign.
The words commence after a space. If the abbreviations are of different lengths, the words for
all voices are aligned one space after the terminating dot 3 of the longest abbreviation. Runover
lines may not be used when there are multiple lines of text.
As with the abbreviations in the music lines, these abbreviations must be given in the first
parallel on every braille page, but if the assignment of lines continues to be the same in
succeeding parallels, they are omitted in those parallels. The abbreviations must be shown
any time that the assignment of lines is changed. The assignments of word lines and music lines
are treated separately. If there is a change in the assignment of word lines but not of the music
lines, the abbreviations must be shown in the word lines, but need not be restated in the music
lines. Likewise, if there is a change in the assignment of the music lines but not of the word
lines, only the abbreviations for the music lines need be shown.
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If there are multiple word lines in one parallel, and in the following parallel all parts have the
same words, the second parallel will have only one word line. It is not necessary to initial that
word line with any abbreviation.
Example 32-11
Let us sing a

S
A

song of

Let us sing a

song of

glad-ness,

 

  

   

Let us sing a

B

joy!

song of glad-ness,

Let us sing a

song of

joy!





  Let us sing __________________ a song,
Sing a

song,

.C
S' ,LET US SING A SONG OF JOY6 ,LET US
A' ,LET US SING A SONG OF GLADNESS1
B' ,LET US SING A SONG1
>S'"FG \\[[
R'FG
>A'V
V"FF]] ]]$?
>B'"DD Y@C
?WN
SING A SONG OF GLADNESS1
,LET US SING A SONG OF JOY6
,SING A SONG1
"\ICJ?W ?"\U
V"GE$\ $]P
U"?_\
"Y
Combining Identical Lines
When two or more adjacent voices have the same words in the parallel, their word lines
may be combined by brailling their abbreviations in order, each with its dot 3, at the
beginning of the line. Similarly, if two adjacent voices have the same music, their music lines
may be unified by combining their abbreviations. In the music line the abbreviations are
preceded by the word sign, the initial letters are joined without an intervening word sign, and
only one dot 3 terminates the combined abbreviation. The parallel-movement device is not
used in choral music. Combining lines in the manner just described may achieve the same
objective and also save space. Before combining either word or music lines, the transcriber must
be certain that there are no differences at all between the parts that are to be combined.
In Example 32-12 the words for soprano and alto are combined in all of the parallels, as are
those for the tenors and basses. Additionally, the music for soprano and alto has been combined
into one line in the second parallel, where they sing in unison.
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Example 32-12
S
A

T
B



 


  


Let us sing a song of glad- ness,
Oh, let us sing with a joyful heart!










Let us

sing _____________ a song of

glad- _______ ness,

Let us sing a

.C
S'A' ,LET US SING A SONG OF GLADNESS1
T'B' ,LET US SING A SONG OF
>S'"FG \\[[ \P'
>A'"DE $$]] $N'
>T'_HI Y@C ?W[\
>B'_DD Y@C ????
,OH1 LET US SING WITH A JOYFUL
GLADNESS1
>SA'V":][ WihW\
>T' _=
=
>B' _Z
^(
HEART6
,LET US SING A
>S'.Y
>A'"&
>T'V_FG\\
>B'V_DE$$
A word of caution is offered concerning apparent duplication between soprano and tenor
parts. The transcriber should bear in mind that when tenor and soprano (or alto) parts appear
to be in unison, they are actually an octave apart, since the tenor, when reading in treble clef,
sings an octave below the notation, and his part must be brailled in the octave in which he sings
rather than the octave in which it is written.
It is generally considered best not to combine lines that are not contiguous. However, if a
duplication of music or a concurrence of words occurs extensively and consistently between two
parts that are not adjacent in the score, considerable space may be saved and considerable
repetitious reading may be avoided by doing so. For instance, if sopranos, tenors, and basses
share the same text throughout a section, it might be useful to show their words in a combined
line. This procedure is illustrated in Example 32-13.
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Example 32-13
S
A

Let us sing,

Let

T
B

Sing a song,

Sing a song of

  
   
   








sing
us

 
 
  


Let us sing,

Sing a song,

Sing a song

of

.C
S'T'B' ,LET US SING1 9,SING A SONG9 OF
A'
,LET US SING
>S'V
V.DJ?V VED:V VFE$:
>A'V
"(
!
(
>T'_FG \VVIH ]VV"DE $VV]
>B'_DE $VVGF :VVFG \VV\
A Temporarily Divided Part [T22, 22.35]
When a part is temporarily divided, the separate parts may be shown with intervals or with
in-accords as in any other music, depending on the rhythmic disposition of the notes. Both are
read downward in sopranos and altos, and upward in tenors and basses. Intervals are
always read upward in tenor parts, regardless of whether the music is printed in treble or bass
clef. A special “warning sign,” dots 34, is brailled in the affected part at the beginning of the
first measure in which the division occurs. The first note following the warning sign requires
a special octave mark.
In Example 32-14 an in-accord has necessarily been employed where the alto part is divided
because the two parts have different rhythms. The divided tenor part, however, has been shown
with intervals because the parts have the same rhythm.
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Example 32-14
Altos

Tenors

 98    
  


    
Glo-ry to God _____ in the high- ___ est!
 9





8



Glo-ry to, Glo-ry to God in the

high- ___ est!

<<#I8
A' ,GLORY TO ,GOD IN THE
T' 9,GLORY TO9 ,GOD IN THE
>A'"JIH%]'@CG*FG
>T'"EGFEDJIII
HIGHEST6
/"Hc*Gc<F:'@CEXX<>":'W'@CJXX
/_\'+W'+.CJ+XX
If the division of a part continues for an extended time, especially if the divided parts are
very independent, it is probably preferable to transcribe the parts in separate braille lines.
When Texts Are Printed in Two Languages [22.27-22.28]
If the words of a choral score have been printed in two languages, the text of the original
language is brailled closest to the music. First, the text to be included in the parallel for all of the
voices in the translated language is brailled at the margin as if it were the only language. Then
the text for all of the voices in the original language is transcribed, indented two cells. The
music is indented two cells further, blocked in the fifth cell.
Example 32-15
Altos

9 

  
  

 8
    
Glo- __ ri- a _________ in exGlo-ry to God _____ in the

Tenors

cel- ____ sis.
high- ___ est!

9






8



Glo-ri- a, glo- __ ri- a in ex- cel- ____ sis.
Glo-ry to, Glo-ry to God in the high- ___ est!
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<<#I8
A' ,GLORY TO ,GOD IN THE
T' 9,GLORY TO9 ,GOD IN THE
A' ,GLORIA IN EXT' 9,GLORIA9 IN EX>A'"J_CIH%]'@CG*FG
>T'"EGFE_CDJIII
HIGHEST6
CELSIS4
/"HC*GC<F:'@CEXX<>":'w'@CJXX
/_\'+W'+.CJ+XX
A braillist who is starting to transcribe a large choral score should carefully study sections
22.1 through 22.35 in Music Braille Code, 1997. Instructions for transcribing an opera score are
also found in the code, immediately following those sections.
Special Instructions for the Drills and Exercises
In order to position the lists of instruments properly in the instrumental scores, please use the
heading “DRILL 1” as the title of the composition. Since a running head is being employed,
please place that title in the third line of the page. (On the first page it will be on the fifth line
because of the additional heading “Drills for Chapter 32.”) Please start each drill and exercise
on a new braille page.
Drills for Chapter 32
(Correct transcriptions of these drills start on page 513.)
DRILL 1


 6

Violin I


 
 8 



6  
Violin II
 



 8



6  
Viola






 8


 68   
Violoncello




 


Allegro
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DRILL 2


  
  
 

 



 ﬀ

B
Trumpets
  
 







    

ﬀ

 
Horn in F



  
    
ﬀ




Trombone



Tuba










A


 






ﬀ

    





ﬀ



 



 

ﬀ

 come lontano





  

ﬀ
come lontano











ﬀ

 come lontano
Grandioso
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DRILL 3

Moderato 



     

3

Flute
  4

 
3
Oboe
    
 4



 3
Clarinet

in A

 4 





 





DRILL 4

Vivace


 4  

Soprano
    
 
 4

Deck the hall with boughs of hol- ly,

Fa la la la la,

la

la

la

la.

Deck the hall with boughs of hol- ly,

Fa la la la la,

la

la

la

la.



4

Alto
        
 4  


Deck the hall with boughs of hol- ly,
Fa ____ la la la la la
la la la la la


 

4
Bass

4



 

    



Tis

the sea- son

la.

Tis

to

be

jol-

ly,

Fa la la la la,

la

la

la

la.

the sea-son to be jol-

ly,

Fa _____ la

la

la la la la la.




     
      






Tis the sea- son
to
be
jol- ly,
Fa ____ la la la la
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la

la

la.

Drill 4, continued.
cresc.
 9

  




Don we now our

gay

ap-par-

el,

Fa la la,

la la la,

la

la

la.

cresc.

 
   
   



Fa _____ la _______ la _____

la

la,

Fa la la,

la la la,

la

la ___ la la la,









 Fa, ______________ Don we now our gay ap- par- el,
Fa la la la la la,
cresc.

    
 



Troll the an- cient

yule-tide car- ol,

Fa la la la la,

la

la

la

la.



  
  

    
Troll the an- cient yule-tide car- ol,
Fa la la la la,
la la
la la.
    



Troll the an- cient yule-tide car- ol,
Fa la la la la,
la la
la
la.
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DRILL 5

  

 3   



 4ﬀ









3


 4ﬀ





Jubilantly




 
3


4




ﬀ


 
3

 

4


Jubilantly

2 Trumpets
in C

Organ

Ped.

34
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Exercises for Chapter 32
EXERCISE 1
Molto adagio

  
 
 

Violin I



Violin II
  


  
Viola




  


Violoncello





 




c r e s c.




 



c r e s c.

 




c r e s c.

 





c r e s c.

EXERCISE 2
A

1
Clarinets
in B-flat

 Andante comodo




 












Andante comodo
A



 

Violins I







Violins II
 




 



pizz.
 
Cellos and



Basses




2
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Exercise 2, continued




 




con espr.

 
 
 


con espr.

pizz.







pizz.


 



 









EXERCISE 3
Please use a separate braille line for each part in this excerpt.
Allegro ma non troppo


 4

2 Trumpets

 4


in B-flat

4

 
Horn in F
 4



 44
Trombone

Tuba

 



7
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EXERCISE 4
With fervor


 34
 
Soprano
 



My coun-try,

'tis

of thee, Sweet land of

li-

ber-ty,

Of thee I

34

 
 


 
 

My coun-try,
'tis
of thee, Sweet land of liber-ty,
Of thee
I

3
Bass

 4

My coun-try,
'tis of thee, Sweet land of
li- ber- ty,
Of thee I
Alto




!
 

 
 


7

sing!

Land where my

fa-

thers died, Land of

the

pil-

grims' pride,

!




  
 

Land of the
pil- grims' pride,
sing!

 
!





pil- grims' pride,
Land where my fa- thers died,
sing!
moun-

11

tain- side,


!3
44  


4



From ev'- ry

moun-tain-side,

Let free-dom

ring!

!3
44

4
 
  



 
From

ev'- ry

moun-tain-side,

Let free- dom ring!


! 3

4
4
4



From ev'- ry
moun-tain-side,
Let free-dom
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ring!

Chapter 33
Music That Employs Special Print Notation
Many instruments have special music notations that indicate fingerings and performing
techniques. It is beyond the scope of this introductory text to show the procedures that are
employed in transcribing music that includes these notations. There are sections of Music
Braille Code, 1997 that detail some of the symbols for certain instruments. Those sections are
listed at the end of this chapter.
When music for one of these instruments is encountered, the transcriber should examine the
print thoroughly to see whether, in fact, the special notation is present. Much music for these
instruments is published without including any special symbols. When that is the case, the
transcriber may confidently braille it employing the general procedures that he has already
learned. For example, it is not customary for a composer to indicate fingerings in the parts for
the players in orchestral scores. Therefore, the transcriber may be able to provide braille copies
of a great deal of repertoire for performers with no difficulty because no special symbols are
required.
On the other hand, instruction books, collections of exercises, and school band and orchestra
training materials usually do display those markings. In that case, the braillist must be absolutely
certain that he knows the precise meaning of every marking in the score before he undertakes a
transcription.
He should also determine in what manner the symbols are described in the code. Some
symbols are treated according to their meanings; others are treated according to their appearance,
regardless of their meanings. For instance, in music for a wind instrument a cross above or
below a note is shown by the sign given in Table 19(A), and the transcriber is not expected to
know precisely how the reader is to interpret the symbol. He may safely transcribe the music
containing that marking, without fearing that it will be misunderstood. (He will have included
that symbol and its definition in the Special Symbols page.) In music for a string instrument
there are many symbols that may appear alike or very similar, and the transcriber should be
extremely cautious about assuming the intent of, for instance, a roman numeral above or below
the staff, or a small circle with a short line attached to it.
Especially in regard to music for a string instrument, either a bowed one or a plucked one,
the transcriber should err on the side of caution. If he is not a player of the instrument with
enough training to recognize the special symbols and their interpretations, he might be well
advised to seek another transcriber who does have that particular knowledge, and to pass the
assignment to him. Unfortunately, the special symbols may have different meanings in different
publications or in differing contexts, and a transcriber, thinking he knows their meanings because
he has seen them elsewhere, could inadvertently give the braille reader incorrect information.
Most music transcribers have cultivated friendships with teachers and expert performers of a
variety of instruments and have made use of their friends to obtain help in interpreting notations.
In fact, more than one music transcriber has found himself enjoying lessons on an instrument to
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which he was introduced because he was asked to transcribe some music for the instrument, and
has needed to contact a teacher of the instrument for help.
There are many types of music notation for which no standard braille equivalents have been
developed or widely accepted. For instance, there is not a standard braille coding for the
neumatic notation found in old editions of Gregorian chant, nor one for the notation of ligatures
that was used in the Medieval period, nor one for lute or organ tabulature. Braille systems have
been developed for showing the notations that are associated with some non-western music
traditions, especially those that consist of verbal syllables. These systems, however, are not
included in the internationally adopted music braille code.
Sections of Music Braille Code, 1997 Devoted to Special Notations
Subject
Accordion
Jazz Idioms
Figured Bass (Keyboards, Theory)
Modern Notation
Proportional Notation (Renaissance)
String Instruments, Bowed
String Instruments, Plucked
Unmeasured Music
Wind Instruments and Percussion

Table

Paragraphs

25
19(B)
27
1(B)
23
23
19(A)

25.1-25.9.1
15.4, 26.39
27.1-27.26
1.7
1.5
23.1-23.14.3
23.15-23.31.1, 26.26
1.6, 16.15, 28.24-28.25
26.27-26.38
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Chapter 34
Completing the Course, a Concluding Exercise
Upon successful completion of the exercise that comprises this chapter, the student will be
ready to prepare and submit a transcription of a composition, individually chosen for him, that
will demonstrate his qualification for certification as a music braille transcriber.
Special Instructions for the Exercise
Please prepare this exercise in the manner in which the exercises for chapters 23 and 28
were prepared:
1. Instead of the running head that has been included on the pages of most drills and
exercises, please use the composer’s name, a comma, and an abbreviation of the title of the
composition as the running head. “Schubert, Kennst du das Land” in contracted braille is
suggested.
2. Place the following text on the title page in the lines where the name of a requesting
agency would ordinarily be placed:
Exercise for Chapter 34
Introduction to
Braille Music Transcription
3. A Special Symbols page will be required with this transcription. It should show the
special characters for the German “accented letters” that appear in the text. The braille signs
for these letters may be found in Appendix B of English Braille, American Edition, 1994.
4. Put your name and address and the date of the transcription on the Transcriber’s Notes
page, following the notes “This is a nonfacsimile transcription” and “Intervals are read
downward in the right hand of the piano, and upward in the left hand.” It will not then be
necessary to repeat that information at the end of the exercise.
5. Show the page numbers and page turns displayed in the illustrations rather than the page
numbers of this book.
6. Transcribe the vocal part according to the procedures shown in Chapter 22, brailling the
text of the second verse immediately following the music. Start the piano part on a new braille
page, as was shown in the drills and exercises for Chapter 28. Include the solo outline. Center
“THE END” after a blank line following the piano part.
7. It is recommended that a few measure numbers be supplied in the vocal part at musically
significant places. One should make sure that those same measure numbers appear at the
margins in the piano part.
8. This work is in the public domain. The phrase “with permission of the publishers” is not
required. The publishers may, however, be identified on the title page.
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To clarify any potential ambiguities about the text that might result from the way in which it
is presented in the score, the poem is printed here.
Kennst du das Land
(Mignon’s Song from Wilhelm Meister)
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
Kennst du das Land, wo die Zitronen blühn,
Im dunkeln Laub die Gold-Orangen glühn,
Ein sanfter Wind vom blauen Himmel weht,
Die Myrte still und hoch der Lorbeer steht?
Kennst du es wohl? Dahin, dahin
Möcht’ ich mit dir, o mein Geliebter, ziehn.
Kennst du das Haus? Auf Säulen ruht sein Dach,
Es glänzt der Saal, es schimmert das Gemach,
Und Marmorbilder Stehn und sehn mich an:
Was hat man dir, du armes Kind, getan?
Kennst du es wohl? Dahin, dahin
Möcht’ ich mit dir, o mein Beschützer, ziehn.
Kennst du den Berg und seinen Wolkensteg?
Das Maultier sucht im Nebel seinen Weg;
In Höhlen wohnt der Drachen alte Brut;
Es stürzt der Fels und über ihn die Flut.
Kennst du ihn wohl? Dahin, dahin
Geht unser Weg! o Vater, lass uns zieh’n!
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Exercise for Chapter 34
-= 3 =-

KENNST DU DAS LAND
Franz Schubert

Mässig

Voice

   2      
   
    





4



Kennst du das Land, wo die Zi- tro- nen blühn,
Kennst du das Haus? Auf Säu-len ruht sein Dach,

Piano

Im
Es

dunk-eln Laub die
glänzt der Saal, es

 
 2      

  








4








   
 





  


 24
   




       
 
       
  





Goldschim-

Omert

randas

gen glühn,
Ge- mach,

Ein
Und

sanfMar-

ter
mor-

Wind
bil-

vom
der

 
     
    



















            



       

  







           
  
  





blauStehn

en
und

Himsehn

mel
mich

Die
Was

weht,
an:

Myrhat

te still
man dir,

und
du

     


                                       
cresc.







 




Published by Breitkopf and Haertel, Leipzig, 1884-97
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Exercise for Chapter 34, continued
-= 4 =-

     
      




hoch
ar-

der Lormes Kind,

beer steht?
ge- tan?

   






                                   

  



 



      




Kennst
Kennst

du es
du es

wohl?
wohl?


            










 

   







  






 Etwas geschwinder
 
 





Dahin,
daDahin,
da










      
             









cresc.







     
   
      





        
 

 




hin!
dahin
Möcht' ich
mit
dir,
o
dahin
Möcht' ich
mit
dir,
o
 hin!
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Exercise for Chapter 34, continued
-= 5 =-

        






mein Ge- liebmein Be- schüt-

dada-

ter, ziehn,
zer, ziehn,

hin, __________________________
hin, __________________________

 

                        





cresc.


 

  
  
 




  

 


 


_____________________ da_____________________ da-

hin,
hin,

dada-

hin!
hin!

dada-

 


















 

 



ﬀ










    
 
     


  
     







 



hin möcht' ich
mit
dir,
o
mein
Geliebter,
hin möcht' ich  mit
dir,
o
mein
Beschützer,



                              



cresc.

   
   



 




  





 



ziehn,

da-

hin,

da-

hin,

da-

dahin,
da ziehn,
         da- hin,










                      



ﬀ
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Exercise for Chapter 34, continued
-= 6 =-


 
 


 hin, ______________________________________ da- hin! _______________________
hin, ______________________________________

da-

hin! _______________________

         
                   








 


   



              
  
 




oben
    Wie
 
           

 ______

 
______

Kennst du den Berg

und sei- nen Wol- ken- steg?

Das


   








         




 

                    
  
       
 






 









  


        




Maul-tier sucht im Ne-

bel

sei-

nen

Weg;

In

       


 


 
  

 
        
z







 
   
 
  

 
 





     


 

     

Höh-

len

wohnt der

Dra-

chen

al-

te

Brut;

Es
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Exercise for Chapter 34, continued
-= 7 =-

          







stürzt der Fels und

ü-

ber ihn die

Flut,

  
 
              






     
      













 




        





Kennst

du ihn wohl?

              
  






 
 
    

    







  








 Etwas geschwinder
 
 





Dahin,
da
                



















 



cresc.







     
 
 
     
  




        
 

 




hin!
dahin
Geht unser
Weg!
o
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Exercise for Chapter 34, continued
-= 8 =-

        






Va-

ter, lass

uns

Da-

zieh'n!

hin, __________________________

 

                        





cresc.


 

  
  
 




  
  
 
   





__________________

da-

hin,

da-

hin!

da-

hin

geht un- ser

                                
  

      

ﬀ 




  


     

         


  


  






 




Weg!
o
Vater,
lass
uns
zieh'n!
Da                                  
 


cresc.














    

    
  









hin,

da-

hin,

da-

hin, _____________________

       
                         












ﬀ
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Exercise for Chapter 34, concluded
-= 9 =-




 
 



_________________ da-

hin! ___________________________________
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Solutions for the Drills of Volume II
Drills for Chapter 24

"3#cbd-cbe

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#A

,DRILLS = ,*APT] #BD
,DRILL #A
,PRESTO4 #E16
A .>;ZDJIH 7 7 #B4 ;Y!)(IG 7 "3 .H(([ 7
_>"ID'
7 7 #B4 .EEF'& 7 "3 .DJ[ 7
h .>_#1-7
_>@#1-7
,DRILL #B
,ANDANTE CANTABILE4 %%%#D4
CJ .>'>MF;B"]@C2GHGGF]@C
>MORMORANDO>
_>'>P^&J_HF"ZJHF^!_FIDZ_IGE
CA .>@C22"G^2;BF.F"H.FEDJI2HGI
_>'7
CB .>'>D"\''=>4"R^2
_>
_&^FGH!JDEP
,DRILL #C
,ALLEGRETTO4 #C4
BJ .>'>P.:'CDCW
"7 >MP'88.GF<FE<ED
_>
88"FG%GH%H8I _7
"\'CIC<W
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Drills for Chapter 24, continued

"3#cbe-cbf
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
#B
BC .>'>C'88"J<JI<IH8%G >F"RV<K' >D'C'>
_>
%"?'C%EC$C
<"PV<K' >D'C'>
"3

DF
DI
EB
ED

,DRILL #D
,ALLEGRO GIOCOSO4 <#F8
.>.GEGF%DF .EJE%DID .E"I%D:X
_>'%^\'[' ^W'_\'
_]F:X
.>'<7.JIHGFE .FEDJIH "IHGFE%D
_>'<7^W'*W' _?'%?F _GFE^['
.>'#1"E.EFGHI<2 #2":'@CEGF
_>'#1_:XVX<2
#2_EDJIHI
.>'%"]'@CGXX<K
_>_:'@CEXX<K

,DRILL #E
,MODERATO4 <<_C
AE .>.]:$? ''''' "W:N
_>'X_IJH"DEFG "H_HG*FGH[
AG .>"WW.]]
.\\Q
.$$::
_>'X_HGFEFED ^JEFDEDW X_GHIJDJ"G
BJ .>.??T
#17-19 #20<K'
_>"F_GHIJD: #17-19 "F_GIGJG^W<K'
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Drills for Chapter 24, continued

"3#cbg

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#C

,DRILL #F
,TEMPO DI MENUETTO4 #C4
>RIT' E DIM'>
CC .>.?'J[ "W'I<L"
_>_$\"? %_:%]<L"
>A TEMPO>
CD'.>"W
.?'JIH "]'FFE "NV<k
_>_H*G _$\"? ":_]\ _?^?V<K
,DRILL #G
,GRACEFUL4 #D4
A .>'M ''''''''' X>P"FEFGHIJ .DEDJIHGF
_>'X>P_EDEFGHI _JDJIHGFE
_?VXIJD
D .> '''''''' ":VX.GFE >CONNECTED.DEDJ"
_>'>DETACHED_EDEFGHIJ ''''''''' _IXEX"
E'.>"IHFE "N'V<K'
%%
_>_GXHX X_HFEDJ[<K' %%
G .> %% X>DETACHED>F"EDEFGHI "JDJIHGFE
_> %% M
>VERY SMOOTH> _HFEFGHIJ
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Drills for Chapter 25

"3#cd∙-cdb

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#A

,DRILLS = ,*APT] #BE
,DRILL #A
,ALLEGRO MODERATO4 <<#I8
BE .>'<7>P-F"6.]XVX"EGE "GX==FDFEY)@LX
_>'<7_GX==JGJ@LVX
"6L^WXVXV_!(
BG .>"6.]X"6"WXVX "EXZZ%GEGI.ED
_>_GXZZHEHJEJ@L "6L_:X^7V%^G
BI .>"J"Z&=(GFEDZY)! "<C6_T'@C"
_>'<C^\F"<C?F"<C]G X_=&ZY"<CJGE"
CJ'.>@C_W'@C _JIH%GHIDJI
_>"<C^FED "<C^:'@CE*CFD:_E
CB .>'#1'*_T'V>F'*.G<2 #2'*_T'@CW'<K "3
_>'#1'<C^R'*CVX<2
#2'<C^R'@C\'<K "3
,DRILL #B
,LARGHETTO4 %#D4
A .>'<C>PP'22"FHJ<C2FGI<Cdhj2FHJ<>UV"FF
_>_P':
B .>'>SIM'"FI.F"FI.E"FH.E"GI.E<>"$$$GF
_>'<C_N'<C?
C .>"EH.E"EH.D"FH.D"FID<>"::$FF
_>'<C_?'*CJ<CW<C[
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Drills for Chapter 25, continued

"3#cdb
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
#B
D .>'<C"FID<C>C"EID<C"EH.D*C"EHJ<>"$:::
_>^R'@CHG
E .>'>MP.EJHJHGHFEGF_J<>"PV_\
_>'<C^P'@CFE
F .>_I"FI_I"FH_JEH_IDG<>_[[W[
_>'<C^?<C%?<C:'*C%E
G .>'2"GF_J>D'2"GFD=F_JD7>4'<>_R@CHXV
_>'<C^&*C

CG
CH
CI
DJ
DA
DB

,DRILL #C
,ANDANTINO4 #D<#I8
.>'VXX>F"D"I^2<C*FCHC.D
_>'<C>F;B^G_D_IG"CXXVX
.>'<C;B.GE"IGE"CXVX
_>'VXV_I^2<CJC_EC^H
.>'VXV"H<CIDG^2
_>'<C;B^D^I_G<C*FJ"CXVX
.>'<C;B.JGE<CG"IG<CHE"CX
_>'VX7V_J
.>'M
_>'<C>D"DIG<CHG^J.>'<C_GDI
>POCO RIT'>
.>'M
_>'<C>C^DGI<C^DGH<CD*FH*C
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Drills for Chapter 25, continued

"3#cdb-cdc
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
#C
>A TEMPO>
DC .>
X>FF;B^G_EH"EG*FJ.H "I.G;DIGD"
_>'>FF@W'^2@CW*J?*F ''''' <C^Q'"
DD'.>"JIH
"3 "Q'@C]'@C
_>'<C_?'*C "3 X;B"DI>RIT'_GEDJIH
DF .>@C"Q'^2VX<K
_>'<C^Q'^2*CVX<K
,DRILL #D
,ROBOTICALLY4 #E8
EC .>
V>P'88_J.D;E 7
7
7
_>'>P'88@H^IVX
<C7 *C7 <C@H^I*CVX
EG .>'7 7 '''''' 7 7
7
.H8"IVX
_>'7 <C@H^IVX 7 <C7 <C7*C V_J_D8^E
FC .>'<C>PP'7 M<L<K
_>'7 ''''' @$@C$'<L<K
,DRILL #E
,VIVACE4 N7#IJ %%%_C
AG .>'X.8.:1.8EL@CEDJE .G.8]L.8G1@CGEJHB
_>'<C_FJHJ*C7 ''''' _FJHJ<C7
AI .>"IA.8.$1.8FK@CFDFD "I.8.]1.8GL@C"
_>'<C"DIF"DIFDF
<C_GIDI"
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Drills for Chapter 25, continued

"3#cdc
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
BJ'.>@C.GFE.JK .I.8[L.8I1HCFGH
_>'<C_EGJ_E <C_FIDI<CFH*CJE
BB .>.!@C ''''' .S"
_>'<C"DI7FD7 ^S*C"
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#D

Drills for Chapter 26

"3#cfc-cfd

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#A

,DRILLS = ,*APT] #BF

J
C
F
H

,DRILL #A
,ALLEGRO GIOCOSO4 %%%#B4
.>
X
X>P'88.I0D0X X.J9E3X
_>'>P'8.DA .8"['B8D
.8"\'8.D
.>'X.I+J%08H*# ;B.!)!(I^2X X88.J0E0X
_>;B"=(=&GF
.?'^28E
.8"W'8E
.>'X;D9F3X X.J9E38J++
_>.8"['8.E ;B"(!(%%=HJ
.>;B;Y1AEKBDJLB?+^2 "3
_>"S^2 '''''''''''' "3

EF
EG
EH
EI

,DRILL #B
<.C
.>'>FF.8"I-X.W+9%3C[+9>DIM''.\+93C@C
_>
.8@I--X.8S'.C
.>@C.]+0$%+9@C0C:#0*?+<0C@C
_>.C@!.C
.>@C"W+"<90W+*9%3C[+9[#%0c.C
_>.C7
.>.C"R+"%90>PP'%"Q+0<L<K'
_>@Z-<L<K'
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Drills for Chapter 26, continued

"3#cfd-cfe

BE
BG
BI
CA
Cc

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#B

,DRILL #C
#D4
.>'<7UX5%.E++FGF .ECF$.CF5%EFGF
_>'<7_I++III7
_IIIHGGGF
.>.ICHCSII .II7'7
_>_EE7FCEEE _:VX5<"F<+E+D*++E
.>.IIIJDDDE '''''''''' ;FF7ECFFF
_>"FCE:.CE5<F<+E+D*++E _ICJCSII
.>;FEDJIHG+F #1.O'V<2
_>_IJDEFGHI+ #1'<"T'_I+7<2
.>'#2" >POCO RIT'> X.FCGCHCS<K' "3
_>'#2'<"T+CS%+<K' ''''''''''''' "3

,DRILL #D
<<#D4
DJ'.>.G*F .G^CEJG.C.Q+9_>'V
U"E^CJG.CE@C+0DB .>'U"F^C%GI.CD+90
.E^CJHE.C.O+9_>@C_E^C%GID.C_O+93 U_J^CHE.CJ@C+0DD .>'U"E^CFH.CJ+90
.D^CJH*F.C.N/#0
_>@C^J^C_FHJ.C^T#0- U"D^CJH.C*F+90
DF .>'U"I^CDF.CG/#0,/
">K.)#0-<K
_>_G^CJE.C_G#0-@CS+90,/ ">K@)-9+<K
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Drills for Chapter 26, continued

"3#cfe-cff

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#C

,DRILL #E
,ALLEGRETTO4 <.C
A .>'>F'5.H98.8I+X>p"=IDG_>;?'+^2X
_>
M>P;B_GID"CVU
B .>'>F'5.H98.8J9X>p"&H.DF_>;$'#^2X<K'
_>
M>P;B_FH"D"CVU<K'
C .>
M"I+H/I+)#I+H/I+7
_>'>P>C;B_]'F:'*J
D .>'M"H+G/H+!#H+G/H+7
_>_?'*J>D'<^W'!(
E .>
M>PP"I0H9I0)3I0H9I0"
_>'>PP^Q^2"
E'.>'M"H#%G+H#!9H#G+H#
_>_T
F .>'M"H9%G#H9!0H9G#H9MJ0I9J0y3J0I9J0 "3
_>_SR ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' "3
,DRILL #F
,LILTING4 #E<#F8
A .>
VXX>P;B.FH .FEJE')H "FHIWJ
_>'>P^:'9['9
7 '''''' 7
D .>'4"['.[F .EC$@C$^2>MP;B.F/
_>'7 ''''' 7
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Drills for Chapter 26, continued

"3#cff
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
F .>.H'0&9E9F0E3J0 "H0I3J0E3C$0.C
_>^:'99[' '''''' 7
H .>.C.F0^2>P;B.F0J+I'#(#F#
_>'7
I .>.I9H0F9I'3(3F0 .E3C$0.C$'0^2
_>'7 ''''''''''' ^$':'
AA .>'>PP.E3C$0.C$'0 >PPP.P'0<K'
_>
^$':'_/
^P'9<K'
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#D

Drills for Chapter 27

"3#Chd

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#A

,DRILLS = ,*APT] #BG
,DRILL #A
,ANDANTE SEMPLICE4 <<<.C
A .>
M '''''''''''' V>MF;B"$.P
_>'>MF_PP<>_FHJHFIDI 7<>_FI<DIFHJH
C .>.:?W'J '''''' "W^2;BDEGFED
_>'7<>_FGIGFHJH ^TT<>^J_GIG7
E .>.?'FFEDJ '''''''''' .?'<DT^2
_>_N[W<>_DF"D_H^I_FIG _PP<>_FIDIFHJH

CB
CC
CD
CE
CF

,DRILL #B
#D<#AB8
.>_I_ADGI"D_AGID"G_AIDG
_>^='9+
.>.J_AGEJ.G_AEJG.E_AJGE
_>^='0#
.>_J_AE*FHE_AFHJF_AHJE
_>^='0/
.>.D.I_AGDI.GH_AEJHJ_A*F
_>^='<>_N'0O'#
.>"GDG*IDHQ'<K
_>^='9*+<K
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Drills for Chapter 27, continued

"3#che

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#B

,DRILL #C
%%#D4
EJ'.>'>F;B"&=(IJD"1"XX"I
_>
XV
EA .>.8.:<+<#*0^2V.8:*/*#%0V
_>.8<^W<--V.8[V
EB .>'>D.8<.$<#<-V.K
_>
.8^RC"
EB'.>'X;B"H*.D"<J"1>P>CR'*"P*+@C
_>@R
EC .>"['HH^2;BH.FE<>*"=@C<>@C*"N'W
_>@(
ED .>.:'D>C.D^2FGF<>"!<>@C"*"QP
_>'7
EE .>'>F.E00.8F.8E.8D0>D"WC%[>4'<>"TP+
_>
@=,DRILL #D
,ALLEGRO MODERATO4 <<#D4
J .>'>F'8"J08D9
_>
V
A .>.8.:+08D98E+.8$#0.K8.E8D"1%"]
_>_WV$V
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Drills for Chapter 27, continued

"3#Che-Chf
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
B .>"J+0CIJ+9CDE#%0CFCECD<>"U"XX"[
_>_HXFXEXGX
C .>.ECDJCI"1"W#]/.K"W#0W+9
_>^W_]W$
D .>"T#0C@CS%+9 "3
_>^WC?CO
"3

A
B
C
D
E
F

,DRILL #E
,LARGHeTTO4 %#C4
.>
M>PP_E_J_E7MG"D_G
_>'>PP^\\[
.>'U;B":<>M_H"E_HMFHFMGIG
_>^W?[
.>":$$@C<>M_HJH7MH"D_H
_>^\$?
.>@C"FG]@CGH<>M_HIHMGI*DMIJI
_>'%^?:%:
.>"\@CHGG&Z<>M_HJ"FM_IDI"V
_>^$[?<>"UM_=!M
.>.O^2V '''''''''''''' U"
_>^T[<>M;B_HIH=FEH=EFG ^R-^2"
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#C

Drills for Chapter 27, continued

"3#Chf

AI
BJ
BA
BB
BC

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

,DRILL #F
#F8
.>.\'C]X<>X"H_CCIJDE
_>_$'0\'+
.>.$'_C:X<>X"F_CC%G%HIJ
_>_?'0$'9
.>.?'_CWX<>X"D_CCEF%G%H
_>^['--$'
.>"['_C%\X<>X;B_IJDEF
_>^?'$'.>"I377%H077<>"]'@CGFE "['0.C[0^2X
_>^:'$' '''''''''''''' X_DCJC[X
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#D

Drills for Chapter 28

,,JESU1 ,,MEINE ,,FREUDE

P#A

,,JOHANN ,,CRUEGER
,HARM4 ,J4,S4 ,BACH
,ARR4 ,RAY ,DOTY ,LASSO
,ORGAN
,WITH ,PERMISSION OF THE ,PUBLISHERS
,RAY ,DOTY ,LASSO ,PRESS
,ANYCITY
,COPYRIGHT #BJJA
,TRANSCRIBED IN ,MUSIC ,BRAILLE1 #BJJA
,BY ,MARY ,BRAILLIST
,ANYCITY1 ,ANYSTATE
,DRILL #A FOR ,CHAPTER #BH
,INTRODUCTION TO
,BRAILLE ,MUSIC ,TRANSCRIPTION
,METHOD3 ,BAR-OVER-,BAR
,IN ,ONE ,VOLUME
,BRAILLE ,PAGES P#A-P#B AND #A-B
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Drills for Chapter 28, continued

,CRUEG]-,BACH1 ,JESU ,ME9E

P#B

,,TRANSCRIBER'S ,,NOTES
,THIS IS A NONFACSIMILE TRANSCRIPTION4
,INTERVALS ARE READ DOWNWARD IN THE
RIGHT HAND AND UPWARD IN THE LEFT HAND4
,MARY ,BRAILLIST
#ABCD ,FIFTH ,STREET
,ANYCITY1 ,ANYSTATE #FGHIJ
,MARCH #E1 #BJJA
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Drills for Chapter 28, continued

"3#C

,,JESU1 ,,ME9E ,,FREUDE

,SW4 ,OBOE #H;FT1 TREMULANT
,GT4 ,GEDECKT #H;FT1 #D;FT
,CH4 ,MELODIA #H;FT1 #D;FT
,PED4 ,BOURDON #AF;FT1 ,MELODIA #H;FT
A
B
C
D
E

,LARGO4 %.C
.>'>SW';B"W>C"W[\>3
_>'>CH'"$+_W9D+_G%0\0@C
^>_$A:B?'AJ
.>"Q>D"P^2>4
_>"?JIR<>@C"$%:P
^>^[W_P
.>'>CH';B"W"1"HG.K%.?0:-W0
_>
_$"1"FE.K_I%+H+]+HG+
^>
M
.>.P%O^2<>"HIW+T#
_>_FG"1_W.K_HIT
^>'M
.>'>SW'>C;B.FG\>3.]'G >D.&^2<2
_>'>CH'"$$$%:<>"HIwW'I
"&+<2
^>"?1JLI1W^W '''''''''
_&<2
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#A

Drills for Chapter 28, continued

"3#C
,CRUEG]-,BA*1 ,JESU ,ME9E
#B
G .>'>GT';B"W++9W0?3W+0
_>
_FG\]\
^>
M
H .>"['IR^2<>"\]O<>"$EDT
_>_?:^R
^>'M
I .>'>SW'>C;B"W%?>3.:W
_>'>CH'":#$+:9.K":"1"HI
^>_\1GF]HG
AJ .>.$E%D>D.N>4 ''''' "T^2"
_>"\+]#\+.K"GF"1%"[ %"O0"
^>_$^WA_$1] ''''''' ^T"
>GT' #D;FT OFF>
AA'.>'>CH';B"W+W# "[HGQ<>"P'%: "&#^2<K
_>'>GT';B"$GH "I_IW?JI
%_(^2<K
^>_$*: ''''''' _?W[W '''''' ^&<K
,,! ,,5d
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Drills for Chapter 28, continued

,,HARD ,,TIMES ,,COME
,,AGAIN ,,NO ,,MORE

P#A

,POETRY AND ,MUSIC
,BY
,,STEPHEN ,C4 ,,FOSTER
,VOICE AND ,PIANO
,TRANSCRIBED IN ,MUSIC ,BRAILLE1 #BJJA
,BY
,MARY ,BRAILLIST
,ANYCITY1 ,ANYSTATE
,DRILL #B FOR
,CHAPTER #BH
,INTRODUCTION TO
,BRAILLE ,MUSIC ,TRANSCRIPTION
,METHODS3 ,LINE-BY-,LINE
AND
,BAR-OVER-,BAR
,IN ,ONE ,VOLUME
,BRAILLE ,PAGES P#A-P#B AND #A-D
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Drills for Chapter 28, continued

,FO/]1 ,H>D ,"TS

P#B

,,TRANSCRIBER'S ,,NOTES
,THIS IS A NONFACSIMILE TRANSCRIPTION4
,INTERVALS ARE READ DOWNWARD IN THE
RIGHT HAND AND UPWARD IN THE LEFT HAND4
,MARY ,BRAILLIST
#ABCD ,FIFTH ,STREET
,ANYCITY1 ,ANYSTATE #FGHIJ
,MARCH #E1 #BJJA
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Drills for Chapter 28, continued

"3#C-D

,,HARD ,,TIMES ,,COME
,,AGAIN ,,NO ,,MORE

#A

,VOICE
,MODERATO4 <<<.C
,LET US PAUSE IN LIFE'S PLEASURES AND
"FG \HHHWH
COUNT ITS MANY TEARS ,WHILE WE ALL SUP
"GFFG\.D') W\"
SORROW WITH THE POOR3 ,THERE'S A SONG
"HFG'= PVFG \"
THAT WILL LINGER FOREVER IN OUR EARS2
"HHHWH GFFG\"
,OH6 ,HARD ,TIMES1 COME AGAIN NO MORE4
.?<L W\HFG'= PV<K' "3#d
.,CHORUS ',TIS THE SONG1 THE SIGH OF THE
"HI WXJW*IJ
WEARY2 9,HARD ,TIMES19 COME AGAIN NO
.NWV .$"W?W HHG'&"
MORE3 ,MANY DAYS YOU HAVE LINGERED A"]<LFG \HHHWH
ROUND MY CABIN DOOR2 ,OH6 ,HARD ,TIMES1
"G'&FG\.?<L W\"
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Drills for Chapter 28, continued

"3#D
,FO/]1 ,H>D ,"TS
#B
COME AGAIN NO MORE4
"HFG'= P'V<K
7#B7 ,WHILE WE SEEK MIRTH AND BEAUTY AND
MUSIC LIGHT AND GAY ,THERE ARE FRAIL
FORMS FAINTING AT THE DOOR3 ,THOUGH
THEIR vOICES ARE SILENT1 THeiR PLEADING LOOKS WILL SAY ,OH6 ,HARD ,TIMES1
COME AGAIN NO MORE4 .,CHORUS
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Drills for Chapter 28, continued

"3#C-D

,FO/]1 ,H>D ,"TS

#C

,PIANO
,MODERATO4 <<<.C
J ">"FG
"\HHHWH "GFFG\.D')
.>'V >P"H+0X777 "I93X7H+0XI#0X
_>'V
^F--X777 @JX7^FX@IX
C ">"W\HFG'=
"PVFG
.>"H+0X77G+90X "$#077V
_>@JX777 ''''' ^$$$V
E ">"\HHHWH "GFFG\.?<L
.>"H+_J777 "I9_J7@C"\+0[#0<L
_>^PP
@T^$@[<L
G ">"W\HFG'= ''''''' "PV<K'
"3
.>'X_J"H+_JXI"G+_I X_HJ"FV<K' "3
_>@TT '''''''''''' ^P$<K'
"3
>CHoRUS>
H'">"HI "WXJW*IJ
.NWV
.$"W?W
.>'V "\++00XH\\+0 "S#0\++0v "H0X777
_>'V ^$--XF$$
^P$V
^FX777
AB ">"HHG'&]<LFG '''''' #5 "g'&fg\.?<L
.>"H0X*I+#XW#0<LF+G+ #5 #6
_>^F-XG9X@W--<LV
#5 #6
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Drills for Chapter 28, continued

"3#D
,FO/]1 ,H>D ,"TS
AE ">"W\HFG'=
"P'V<K
.>"\+077]+90 "$#077V<K
_>@W--WWW
^$$$-V<K
,,! ,,5d
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#D

Drills for Chapter 29

"3#d∙c

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#A

,DRILLS = ,*APT] #BI
,DRILL #A
,MODERATE BALLAD4 %%#D4
8,MOON0 IS A ---- WORD THAT RHYMES WITH
,D
,D/,C% ,BM
,E#I
"SW[ .:$]'E
8,JUNE10 8,DOVE0 IS A WORD THAT RHYMES
,A
,B#G,EM
,A
,A#G
.P'V R]$ "W?]'"
WITH 8LOVE40
,D
.F O'V
,DRILL #B
,FAST4 <_C
#A ,BILLY ,GILLEY HAS A SILLY LITTLE
,F#F
,B<
,G#G ,C#G
V.8.N? ::7 ?W[\
FIL-LY2 -------- ,BILLY ,GILLEY'S
,F#F-,DM,B<,C#G,F#F
,B<
"[Q'@C QU M V.8.N? ::"
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Drills for Chapter 29, continued

"3#d∙c-d∙d
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
LITTLE FILLY HAS NO MANE4
,F/,C ,C#G
,F-,B</,F -,F#F
.:: ?[W\ =@C ]VU "3#d∙d

#B

,DRILL #C
,SLOW WALTZ4 <<<#C4
#A ------------- ,I'LL GET O- -- VER
,E<,B<,GM,CM,B<#G,E<
,B<SUS,B<
#DM <7"RW QW
YOU IN A DAY1 ,I'LL GET O- VER YOU IN AN
,E<
,A< ,E<
,B<,GM ,CM
"$\W N' "RW QW \]$
HOUR2 ,OVER YOU1 ,O-VER YOU1 --- ,I CAN
,B<
,A<
,E< ,B<,E< ,B<-,B<#G,E<
"Q' .N? T' S\ Q' rW
DO WITHOUT YOU BY NOW4
,B<,E< ,B<#G
,E<
"QW [\] P'<2
7#B7 ,I'LL BE O- -- VER YOU IN A FLASH1
,E<
,B<SUS,B< ,E<
,A<
,I'LL BE O- VER YOU IN A SNAP2
,E<
,B<,GM ,CM
,B<
,OVER YOU1 ,O-VER YOU1 --- ,I CAN
,A<
,E< ,B<,E< ,B<-,B<#G,E<
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Drills for Chapter 29, continued

"3#d∙d
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
DO WITHOUT YOU1 AND HOW6
,B<,E< ,B<#G
,E<

#C

,DRILL #D
,ANDANTE4 %%%#D4
,ONCE UPON A TIME1 THE STORY GOES1 AN
-,E#G
,A
,D
"Y@C ?W[\ [\]$ ]$"
ANGEL FELL DOWN FROM THE SKY2 ',TWAS
,E#G
,A
-,F%M
_:] $:?W ! _!@C ["
UPON A DAY1 THE LEGEND HAS IT1 WHEN THE
>,F%M>
_\]$ ]$:? :?W:
KING WAS RIDING BY4
,C%M
,F%M
_?W[\ =
,DRILL #E
,WHISTLE A TUNE TO BRIGHTEN UP THE
,G
,EM
,C%4#G4
DAY1
,WHISTLE A MERRY MELODY TO
,D-,D#G,EM
,C
,G/,D
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Drills for Chapter 29, continued

"3#d∙d
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
DRIVE THE BLUES AWAY4
,D#G
,G
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#D

Drills for Chapter 30

"3#Dbb

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
,DRILLS = ,*APT] #CJ

,DRILL #A
%%.C
A .>'>P.ECDC:@CE;BEEE
_>
^ECIC_]+^DC^IC_]+
,D,D/,C%
B .>.EDEE@C:^2;BED
.EDW@CJF\@C
_>@JC^JC_]0@IC^JC_]0 ;B@H^JEGHW'+^2
,BMIN,BMIN/,A
,GMAJ#G
D .>@C"H^2FCHCHCQ
_>@IC^IC_:9@JC^GC%_:0
,DSUS/,A ,B
,DRILL #B
.C
A .>'8.8.[9-M_>"E.>"E_>"E"
.>.8<"&_>"E.>"E_>"E">SIM'<"!EEE
_>'8.8^:9-VU
B .>'<.Z"EEE<.("EEE%YEEE%_("EEE
%_Z"EEE.>.8%^!_>"E.>"E_>"E"
>D.>"Z_>"Z77>4.>"ZM
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#A

Drills for Chapter 30, continued

"3#Dbc

BC
BF

CA
CC

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#B

,DRILL #C
#D%#I8
.>.FD"HFDXVX .R'+9-VX
"M
_>'VXV_HFD^G ^R'@CH%%GH %^JHJEJEGEG
_>_HGFIH%%GH.>"DF "HGFIH%%GH.DF
.H"H_>_H7.>.I"I_>_I .>.H"H_>_H"
.>.G"H_>'%_J.>.F"H_>"D .>.E"HG"
"F_>"D_H"E%JH
.>.Q'+3.C]'+3
>RIT'%.P'+0.C$'+0.C
_>_I%IJ%JD*EDEJ
"D_H%FEFEGFE
.>.C"%.P'+0V'<K
_>_N'V'<K

,DRILL #D
<.C
#A "I"D"[@CI"DD"I 2IHI\XDDH
,F,F/,E ,DMIN ,C#G
#C 2"HGH]@CGEEG IG[@CIFFH
HG]@CGX"
,DMIN7,cb∙ss7,B<MAJ#G,C#G,F
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Drills for Chapter 30, continued

"3#DBd

DG
e∙
ee
ei
FD

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#C

,DRILL #E
#C4
.>.FEDJI%H<>"q: "[0VV
>59
_>_:%:$ ''''''' _[VV
>59
^>'M '''''''''' ^[DI_FD _:]: ^[_GEIG
^>_\<W\ ^["DI7 ^[<_JH7 ^[_IGHF
^>^[_HFGE ^[_GEF%D ^[_E%DE*D <^JIJIHG
^>^$HI<JI ^$_ED<JI ^$%HJEJ ^$]$ _:W%\
>ALLARGANDO>
.>.$+:3?0 "T/#W%+9 "S#<LV<K
_>_[%\[
"OFE
"N<LV<K
^>^S'@C
7@C
^S<LV<K

3333333333333333333333333333333333333333
>59 #AEM
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Drills for Chapter 31

"3#Dcf

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#A

,DRILLS = ,*APT] #CA
,DRILL #A
%.C
,THE WIND HOWLING O'ER THE BILLOW
,STORMS CAN APPALL ME NEVER
.E"1#2"X .:"EFH'!JE
,FROM THE DISTANT LEA1 ,THE STORM RAGING
,WHILE HER BROW IS CLEAR3 ,FAIR WEATHER
"I')IH[.KX"I"1#2'V .:"EF"
'ROUND MY PILLOW ,BRINGS NO CARE TO ME4
LINGERS EVER ,WHERE HER SMILES APPEAR4
"H'!JE ED"G'=\'X
,ROLL ON YE DARK WAVES1 ,O'ER THE
,WHEN SORROW'S BREAKERS ',ROUND MY
.:E'&:W .F'Z"
TROUBLED TIDE3 ,I HEED NOT YOUR ANGER1
HEART SHALL HIDE1 ,STILL MAY ,I FIND HER
"JH[.KX")CY"1#2'V .:E'&:W
,MAGGIE'S BY MY SIDE4
SITTING BY MY SIDE4
"HIH'&\X"

509

Drills for Chapter 31, continued

"3#Dcf

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#B

,DRILL #B
<<.C
,THERE'S A GOOD TIME COMING1 BOYS1 A
"E'& ]]=J'GM)
GOOD TIME COMING1 ,A GOOD TIME COMING3
.??)E'V UVXE ?[YJ'X.K
,WE MAY NOT LIVE TO SEE THE DAY1 ,BUT
.D"1#2"X .DDE'YIIJ'_C!
EARTH SHALL GLISTEN IN THE RAY4
"HHI'(G'=.]<L
7#B7 ,THERE'S A GOOD TIME COMING1 BOYS1
9A GOOD TIME COMING39 ,SHAMEFUL RIVALRIES OF CREED ,SHALL NOT MAKE THE MARTYR BLEED4
,DRILL #C
#F<#C4
,DO YOU KNOW THE COUNTRY WHERE THE
,KENNST DU DAS ,LAND1 WO DIE ,ZI"W@CJWD W'"EEE
LEMON TREES GROW1 ,AMONG DARK LEAVES
TRONEN BL\HN1 IM DUNKLEN ,LAUB
"::*:<>"O*: "S'@C [XIJI ?@CD"
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Drills for Chapter 31, continued

"3#Dcf-Dcg
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
THE GOLDEN ORANGES GLOW1
DIE ,GOLDORANGEN GL\HN1
<"G.:@C :'"EED T' "3#dcg

#C

,DRILL #D
<<#F8
,V( GODENDO VEZZOSO E BELLO QUEL RU"JZCYC)CZD"] M )CYZCYZ).F? M JZCYC)CZ"
SCELLO LA LIBERT(1 GODENDO V(.D"GJ .&CDECJCDCIW' MM JEJ(CCJIHIJ
-( VEZCC.YEFDEJ!DJIJD ZFGEFD)EDJDE &GHFGEC?D
ZOSO E BELLO QUEL RUSCELLO1 V( GODENDO
.Z&]2ZCFCE] ZC).]ZC(] (C*&](C)]
LA LIBERT(1 V( GODENDO
.(C=&CZYC)"5EC?'<L .JCIH>ADAGIO.G"W
LA LIBERT(4
.FD')W'<K'
,DRILL #E
%%_C
,MADAMINA1 IL CATALO8GO !0 QUESTO DELLE
M UV_GG ]:U VGGWIJB \\VHH
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Drills for Chapter 31, continued

"3#Dcg
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
#D
BELLE 8CHE A08M+ IL0 PADRON MIO1 UN CA_\HHB\BIJ [[VII
TALO8GO E08GLI !0 8CHE HO0 FATT' IO1
"O::B OB:'BE W\"
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Drills for Chapter 32

"3#Deg

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#A

,DRILLS = ,*APT] #CB
,,DRILL #A
VIOL9 ,I 7V1'74
VIOL9 ,,II 7V2'74
VIOLA 7VL'74
VIOLONCELLO 7VC'74
>V1'
>V2'
>VL'
>VC'

,ALLEGRO4 %#F8
>F'8"$9-X8W-X
>F'8"\+0X8W9X
>F'8_W#X8W9X
>F'8_$X8%:X

>V1'
>V2'
>VL'
>VC'

<7M
<7M
<7M
<7M

>PP;B"F_J"HW'@C
VX>PP_W'C ''''''
M ''''''''''''''
>PP_FC^JC_HCW'@C
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)DIG%EJ"$^2X
['C\X
>PP_]'C$X
W^JC$X

Drills for Chapter 32, continued

"3#Deh

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

#B

,,DRILL #B
;B-FLAT TRUMPET #A 7TP1'74
;B-FLAT TRUMPET #B 7TP2'74
HORN 9 ;F 7HN'74
TROMB"O 7TB'74
TUBA 7TU'74
,GRANDIOSO4
>TP1'% >F'2.8.EEE:@CEJHJ
>TP2'% - '''''''''''''''
>HN'
>F'2.8"HHH\@CHFDF

_C
.8.FCE2EEE:'E
.8.DCJ2JJJW'J
?2.DDD?'D

>TP1'% >C.8.8.?W[\
>FF'2.8"IIISV
>TP2'% >C.8.8<"[\]<$ >FF'2.8"EEEOV
>HN'
>C.8.8<"[\]<$ >FF'2.8"HHHRV
>HN'TB'TU' PP'
>HN' "O'2EEE <$]\<[
>TB'< _N'2DDD <:$]<\
>TU'< ^N'2DDD ]\[W
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COME LONTAnO>
2HHHR@CHX
2GGGQ@CGX
2GGGQ@CGX

Drills for Chapter 32, continued

"3#Deh

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
>,A>
>TP1'% >FF.\\2[[[
T'V
>TP2'% >FF.::2%??? %O'V
>HN'
>FF.??2:::
P'V
>TB'< >FF"]]2]]]
P'V
>TU'< >FF^[[2<_::: ^S'V
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#C

Drills for Chapter 32, continued

"3#Dei

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
,,DRILL #C

FLUTE 7FL'74
OBOE 7O'74
CL>9ET 9 ;A 7CL'74
,MODERATO4 #C4
>FL'<
>F'8;E8.I G&C=CHIJE EC%DD"
>O'<
.- '''''' "- '''''' .$@CF"
>CL'#D< >F'8"G8D I(C!CJDEG ?@CD"
>FL'<
>D;B;Z&Z*DJI^2 >P'88.HGFE%D8F
>O'<
XX>P"H ''''''' 88I*JD"FI8H
>CL'#D< XX>P"F ''''''' 88_IJD*JD8*F
>FL'<
.ECGC["
>O'<
"GCIC.:"
>CL'#D< "]C["
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#D

Drills for Chapter 32, continued

"3#Dei

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
,,DRILL #D

,VIVACE4 <#D4
,DECK THE HALL WITH BOUGHS OF HOLLY1
>S'>F.8.?'J[\ ]\[]
>A'>F.8"['H]$ ?$]?
>B'>F.8_]'G]\ [WDCJ[
,FA #G9LA49 >A' 9LA9>
>MF"HIJH['H ]$]'X
>MF"PGGGE
?'JIHII
>MF_JDEJ?'J [\]'X
>A' LA4> ,TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY1
>F.?'J[\ ]\[]
_[V>F"]'F EEDD??
>F_]'"D?W [$GCHICJ
,FA #F9LA49 >S' LA4>
"HIJH['H
>D"]$]'>4'X
"FCGCHCF]'D >D"DD7?'>4'X
"NDDDJ
>D_[\['>4'X
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#E

Drills for Chapter 32, continued

"3#Dfj
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
#I
S' ,DON WE NOW OUR GAY APPAREL1
A' ,FA #C9LA19
B' ,FA1 ,DON WE NOW OUR GAY AP>S'>P"\'IW\ ['J?"\
>A'>P"N%N
O$'E
>B'>P_&
]%]HIJ*J
,FA #G9LA49
,FA #I9LA19
PAREL1 ,FA #D9LA19
>CR'"IJ?EF] $:?'X
>CR'"GH[7
\]@CGFGH
"DC<J[U
>CR'"?_\IJIH
,TROLL THE ANCIENT YULETIDE CAROL1
>F.?'J[\ ]\[]
>F"['H]$ ?$]?
>F_]'G]\ [WDCJ[
,FA #G9LA49
.8.8.EEEE.8?'J [\Q<K
.8.8"GGGG.8]'H ]'FQ<K
.8.8_Jjjj.8['J /"?_?3Q+<K
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#F

Drills for Chapter 32, continued

"3#Df∙

,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC

,,DRILL #E
TRUMPET #A 9 ;C 7TP1'74
TRUMPET #B 9 ;C 7TP2'74
ORGAN "R H& 7ORR'74
ORGAN leFT H& 7ORL'74
ORGAN P$ALS 7ORP'74
>TP1'
>TP2'
>ORR'
>ORL'
>ORP'

,JUBILANTLY4 #C4
>FF.8.F2&FF.8$@C&EDJ
>FF.8"I2!II.8[@C!GGG
>FF"I%+9--XXI+9[*+0
_F#%0XXF#0]+*9
_[\GF

>TP1'
>TP2'
>ORR'
>ORL'
>ORP'

.8"I2!II.8[@C!G<JE
.8"E2ZEE.8:@CZ<JEG
"I#%0XXI#0<W+*9
%_G+0XXG+0*]<#0
_:?<J<I
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#G

Drills for Chapter 32, continued

"3#Df∙
,9TRO4 6,BRL ,MUSIC
>TP1' 2.8<.&=(.8H@CR<L
>TP2' 2.8"(<)<.&.8F@CP<L
>ORR' <"T'<#<-<L
>ORL' <_P'<9<-<L
>ORP' ^R'<L
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#H

General Order of Signs in Relation to a Note
Preceding the note:
marginal hand sign
clef sign (if used)
forward-repeat sign
first or second ending sign
reminder tie (if required)
change of clef sign
change of hand sign
pedal depression (in piano music)
simple word-sign expression
line of continuation sign
opening bracket slur or overlapping slur
music comma
triplet or irregular-grouping sign
larger or smaller value sign
up-bow or down-bow
accidental(s) for ornament (upper before lower)
ornament or arpeggio
signs of expression or execution that precede a note
staccato or staccatissimo
accent
tenuto
any others of these signs
accidental
octave mark
Following the note:
dot
finger mark
interval
finger mark for interval
tie for interval
fractioning (note repetition) or tremolo sign
fermata
single slur, slur between staves, or opening double slur
closing bracket slur
tie, chord tie, or accumulating arpeggio sign
termination sign for line of continuation or “hairpin”
breath mark
music comma (if required)
pedal release (in piano music)
closing bar, backward-repeat sign, measure-division, or in-accord
music hyphen
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INDEX to Volumes I and II
A
Abbreviations, 50, 65, 97-101, 103, 106, 116,
144, 171, 206, 210, 223, 250, 252-253, 418,
442-443, 445, 449-453
Accent, 111, 113, 118, 139, 146, 191, 213, 221,
227
Accidentals, 33, 76, 80, 106, 164, 223, 225, 226,
349-350, 403
Accompaniment(s), 231, 394-395
Addition of signs, 164
Alternate endings, 431
Alternate slur (sign), 432
Alternating hands, 418-419
Appoggiatura(s), 221-223, 354, 361
Arpeggios, 349, 351, 354, 362-363, 383, 521
Asterisk (music), 63, 65, 91, 392
B
Backward repeat, 75
Backward-numeral repeat, 171, 175, 179-185
Band instrument music, 27, 29
Band parts, 76, 241
Bar lines, 4, 26, 27, 64-65, 73, 75, 111, 127, 132,
155, 160, 174
Bar-over-bar format, 202, 309-324, 391, 428,
441, 450
Bowing sign or mark, 111, 114, 115, 131
Bracket (opening, closing), 172, 221, 338
Bracket slurs, 88, 89, 140, 157, 177, 191, 234,
336, 351 (see also Slurs)
Braille note, formation of, 1
Breath marks, 111, 116
Breve note and rest, 24-25
C
Cadenzas, 132, 144-145
Changes of signature, mood, or tempo, 63, 323
Charts, list of, x
Choral music, 231-242, 450-455
Chord symbols, 80, 349, 403-413, 420-421
Chord tie, 349, 352-353, 361
Chords
broken, 354
common symbols and procedures with, 349
crossing of hands with, 337
generally, 347-362
grouping, 355

interval signs for, 347
repeat sign use for, 356
with accidental signs in print, 80
with in-accords, 164-165
with part-beat repeats, 190
with repeats, 194
with slurs, 351-352
Chorus (see Refrain)
“Circa”, 50
Clef signs, 6, 63, 66, 67, 70, 96, 114
Coda, 113, 206, 211, 212
Comma, literary, 106
Comma, music, 116, 123, 133, 145, 146, 213,
227
Consecutive measure rests, 25-28, 30
Contractions, 48, 97, 102, 403
Crescendo, 98, 99, 101, 103, 104, 112
Cross sign (encircled), 207, 209-211
Crossing of hands, 331, 337
Cued small notes, 28, 158
D
Da Capo repeat, 206, 207, 238, 322
Dal Segno repeat (see Segno repeat)
Decrescendo, 98, 99, 101, 103, 112
Dot, 11, 18, 349
Dot-3, 17, 23, 97, 101, 102, 105, 126, 142, 144,
153, 194, 195, 202, 204, 210, 213, 311, 356357, 432, 444, 450, 452-453
Dot-5 (preceding added signs), 28, 76, 116, 143,
144, 164, 207, 232, 317, 375, 418
Double bar, 4, 201, 203, 205-211, 432
Double whole note and rest, 23, 24-25
Doubling of signs
accent, 191
arpeggios, 351
bowing, 114
chord tie, 353, 361
flats, 33
fractioning, 219
in the in-accord device, 162
intervals, 357-361, 419
irregular grouping, 139, 142, 144
notes, 112, 113
numeral sign, 143
octaves, 359
re-mark at beginning of new page, 113
repeat sign, 152
sharps, 33
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slurs, 87-88, 157, 158, 234-236, 336, 377, 427428, 430
staccato, 191
symbols of expressions, 111-113
termination, 113, 154, 162
with a Segno, 208
within a repeat measure, 154
Dynamic marking, 100-101, 160, 378
E
Endings (first and second), 75, 204-206
Ensemble scores/music, 242, 441-457
Expressions (Nuance)
abbreviations, 97, 101
combining, 103-104
dividing at the end of a line, 100, 105
letters, 97, 103
longer, 101-105, 144
order, 103, 113
placement, 164
symbols, 111
words, 97, 105
word-sign, 99, 100, 127, 206
F
Facsimile transcriptions, 144, 222, 227
Fermata (signs), 111, 115, 210, 211
Fine, 206, 207, 209
Fingering, 25, 55-58, 91, 101, 154, 190, 222223, 349, 360
Flat sign, 33
Footnotes, 65, 251
Format,
beginning of composition or movement, 71, 79
single orchestral or band part, 76
Formation of the braille note, 1
Formats
bar-over-bar, 202, 309-324, 391, 428, 441, 450
line-by-line, 231-233, 239, 404-409, 413, 428,
431, 434, 441
single line, 4, 160, 418
Forward [and backward] repeat [signs], 74, 171,
173, 176, 180
Fractioning, 219, 220, 227, 355
Full-measure in-accord (see In-accords)
Full score, 441
G
Grace notes (see Appoggiatura)

Grouping of chords, 355
Grouping of notes (see Notes)
Guitar fingering diagrams, 413
H
Half note, 2, 17, 24, 131
Hand parts, 309, 312, 313, 315, 316, 318, 319324, 331, 332, 339, 340, 347, 348, 357, 358,
360, 375-377, 391, 392, 394, 417, 419, 420
Hand signs, 310, 337, 338-340, 418, 446
Heading (music), 6-7, 47, 49, 50, 79, 80, 105,
234, 242, 250-251, 324, 443-444
Hyphen (literary), 173, 236, 427
Hyphen (music), 63-65, 72, 73, 91, 100, 102,
105, 107, 118, 127, 144, 146, 161, 201-203,
208, 213, 227, 231-234, 237, 319, 376, 379,
405-409, 427
I
Indentations, 71, 456
In-accord(s)
addition of signs in, 164
choice between stem signs and, 381
choice of, 373-375
directions for reading, 391, 441, 450, 455
directions for use, 159, 164
doubling in conjunction with, 162
full-measure, 151, 158-164, 339-340, 373-375,
378, 432, 434
general explanation, 371-378, 381
hand part shown in two staves, 377
incomplete measures, 375
measure, 151, 160, 378, 381, 432
measure division, 375
part-measure, 160, 340, 371-373, 375-376,
432, 434
repeats in in-accord measures, 162
sign, 158-161, 163, 371, 376, 433
slur between in-accord parts, 377
ties in conjunction with, 161
when not to use, 164
Instrumental ensemble music, 441-443
Instrumental music, single-line, 71, 76
Instruments
band or orchestra, 27-29
bowed string, 114
guitar, 413
keyboard, 57, 160, 165, 231
names, 441-442
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transposing, 80, 395
treble, 159
Intervals, 340, 347-351, 355, 455
direction with “visiting hands”, 350-351
directions for reading, 251, 391, 441, 446,
450, 455
inflected, 357-358
octave, 359, 448-449
octave marks, rules for, 40-42
repeat sign, 151
signs for, 347
transposing instruments, 80, 395
Irregular note grouping (see Note-grouping)

repeats, 151, 154, 162-163, 171, 320, 359,
448
rests, 23-30, 72, 74
Merging of syllables, 430
Metronome markings, 50
Mood, 48-50, 72, 79, 105, 232, 251, 323, 444
Mordents, 221, 225-226, 354
Music Braille Code, 1997, 2, 42, 48, 57, 105,
127, 171, 213, 219, 220, 226, 249, 251, 314,
351, 378, 379, 392, 403, 412, 442, 450, 457,
465-466
Music heading (see Heading)
Music notation in a literary passage, 106

K
Key, 249
Keyboard instruments, 57, 160, 443
Keyboard music, 175, 202, 331-340, 391-394,
417-421, 443, 446
Key signatures, 47-50, 63-64, 75, 80, 208, 444

N
Natural sign, 33, 75, 97, 164
Notations, special, 465-466
Note alternation (see Tremolo)
Note repetition (see Fractioning)
Notes
cued small notes, 28, 159
dotted notes, 11, 18
double whole (breve), 23-24
eighth, 2, 3
grouping of, 123-131, 133, 139-145, 194-195,
233
half, 17, 24, 131
larger value, 133
name, 1
quarter, 2, 11, 24
small notes, 28
smaller value, 123-132, 134
tied, 18, 235-236
values, 1, 50, 57, 123, 132-133
whole, 23
Nuance (see Expressions)
Numeral repeats, 171, 173, 175-176, 178-180,
208, 236, 320
Numeral sign, 152, 171, 173, 175, 204, 404

L
Lead sheet, 421
Letters, rehearsal reference points, 242
Letters and the word sign, 99-100
Letters of expression, 49, 97, 139
Letters with accidental signs, 80
Line placement for chord symbols, 404
Line-by-line format, 231-233, 239, 404-409, 413,
428, 431, 434, 441
Lines of continuation, 101, 105
List of tables and charts, x
Literary parenthesis, 431
Literary passage, music notation in, 106
Literary prefix, 106
Literary quotation marks, 430
M
Marginal indications and indentations, 71, 76,
208, 234
Martellato, 111
Measure
alignment, 313-314
division, 161, 312-313, 317, 350, 371, 375,
376, 448
in-accords, 151, 160, 378, 381, 432
number repeat (see Repeats)
numbers, 71, 77-79, 171, 179, 206, 212-213,
234, 242, 394, 410, 441, 446, 451

O
Octave interval, 359, 448-449
Octave marks, 6, 39-42, 44, 55, 57, 65-66, 101102, 111, 139, 151-153, 159, 171, 193, 232,
310, 337, 349, 418, 444, 455
Orchestral parts, 29, 202, 204, 211
Order of signs, 39, 57, 91, 106, 113, 114, 118,
142, 146, 213, 227, 338, 340, 362, 383, 521
Organ music, 391-394, 443
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Ornaments, 219-226, 354
P
Page numbers (pagination), 6-7, 232, 242
Parallel-movement abbreviation, 448-450, 453
Parallel
bar-over-bar format in, 310
basic structure, 450
expand to three lines, 240, 391
not divided between, 443
start a new parallel, 242
reduce to a single line, 418
vocal solo in, 231-236
Parenthesis (literary), 431
Parenthesis (music), 63, 66, 91
“Partial abbreviation” in Music Braille Code, 171
Part-measure in-accords, 160, 340, 371-373, 37576, 432, 434
Part-measure repeats, 187, 191, 193-194, 236,
320, 448
Pedaling (including signs), 331-336, 391-394
Phrases of expression, 97
Phrasing (see Slurs)
Piano music (see also Keyboard music), 331-340
Placement of word-sign expressions, 317, 319
Prefixes, 106, 142
Preliminary pages, transcription, 249-250
Print music repeats and additional verses, 238239, 411
Print notation, special, 465-466
Proofreading, 13, 44, 50, 57, 91, 134, 180, 324,
362
Q
Quarter note, 2, 11, 24
Quotation marks, literary, 430
R
Refrain (chorus), 234, 238, 239, 412
Registration, organ, 392
Rehearsal signs or numbers (reference points),
77, 242, 446-447, 451
Repeats (braille), 151, 178, 179, 189, 190, 194,
195, 213, 236-237, 320-321, 448, 450
backward, 75
backwards numeral (partial abbreviation), 321
bar-over-bar in, 320
Da Capo and Dal Segno, 213, 321
different expression mark with, 193

different octave sign with, 193
forward, 74
forward-numeral (measure number), 171, 178,
320
measure, 151-156, 171-180
numeral repeats, 171-180
part-measure, 187, 191, 193-194, 236, 320, 448
piano pedaling with, 333-336
vocal music in, 236
within a repeat, 174
Repeats (print), 201-213, 238, 240, 321
Repeat sign, 75, 151-157, 173, 187-195, 201-204,
220, 236, 333-335, 356, 359, 394, 432, 448
Repetition, [words and phrase], 116-117
Rests
added, 338
consecutive measure, 25-28, 30
double whole (breve), 23-25, 27, 29
eighth, 3
extended in one part, 417
half, 17
measure, 26-30
part-measure, 27
quarter, 11
smaller values, 123, 126
values, 123
whole, 23, 24, 29
Right and left hand signs, 310, 337-339
Running head, 6, 7, 250-251
Runover lines, 448, 450, 452
S
Segments, 71-79, 202-204
Segno repeat, 207-213, 321, 322
Sharp sign, 33
“Short form scoring,” 403
Signatures, 47-48, 63-64, 75, 79, 105, 211, 444
Signs brailled after the note, 115
Signs brailled before the note, 111
Sim. (simile), 116, 418-419
Single-line format, 4, 160, 418
Single-staff music, 1
Slur sign, 157, 234, 432
Slurs (Phrasing), 87-91, 111-112, 155, 156, 158,
177, 191, 222, 234, 331, 336, 351-352, 377,
394, 427-429, 432
Small-print music, 27, 28
Solo, instrumental, 394-396
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Verses, 238-239, 411, 431-432
“Visiting hands”, 350-351, 418
Vocal music, 231-242, 403, 427-435, 450-455
Volta (prima e seconda), 204, 431

Solo, vocal, 231-232, 450
Songs, simple, 231, 396
Special Notations, 466
Special symbols (and transcriber’s notes) 250,
354, 450
Staccato sign, 91, 111, 113
Stem signs, 379-381
Stringed instruments, fingering, 57
Swell sign, 111-112
Syllabic slur (in vocal music), 234, 427, 432
Syllables, merging of, 430
Symbols of expression and execution, 111-118,
127, 131, 350
Synthesizers, 394

W
Whole notes, 23
Whole rest, 23, 24, 29
Word and phrase repetition, 237, 412
Word-division, 427
Word sign (and Word-sign expressions), 77, 97105, 112, 114, 116, 127, 131, 144, 153, 160161, 202, 206, 209, 211, 221, 314-319, 331,
338, 392, 395, 411, 418, 445-447, 451-452
Word syllables, 404-405, 427-430
Words, single, 97
Words of expression, 48-49, 97, 105, 139

T
Tables, list of, x
Tenuto sign, 91, 111-113
Termination sign, 101, 105
Three line parallels, 240, 391, 404, 434
Three stave music, 391-396
Tie (the), 18, 76, 91, 140, 144, 155, 156, 161,
193, 352-354, 433
Time
signatures, 47-48, 63
simple/compound, 128-130
value, 2
Title page, 249-252
Tracker dots (tracker lines), 311-312, 315-316,
420
Transcriber-added signs, 23, 25, 28, 338, 378
Transcriber note (pages), 65, 206, 212, 241, 250251, 349, 406, 432
Transcription of preliminary pages, 249-250
Transposing instruments, 80, 395
Tremolo, 219-221, 355
Trills, 223-224, 354
Trio, 211
Triplets, 139-143
Turns, 224-225, 354
U
Uncontracted Braille, 249-251
Upper dots, 1-2, 17, 23
Use of repeat sign for chords, 356
V
Value signs, 131-132, 145
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